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Abstract of the Dissertation 

Investigating the roles of p53 stability and its interactions with chaperone 

proteins during mitochondrial permeability transition 

by 

Ivan Lebedev 

Doctor of Philosophy 

in 

Biochemistry and Structural Biology 

Stony Brook University 

2016 

Tissue necrosis as a consequence of ischemia-reperfusion injury and oxidative 

damage is a leading cause of permanent disability and death worldwide. The complete 

mechanism by which cells undergo necrosis upon oxidative stress is not understood. In 

response to an oxidative insult, wildtype p53 has been implicated as a central regulatory 

component of the mitochondrial permeability transition (mPT), triggering necrosis. This 

process is associated with cellular stabilization and translocation of p53 into the 

mitochondrial matrix. I explore the mechanism by which p53 activates the key mPT 

regulator cyclophilin D (CypD); how the stability of p53 affects its ability to interact with 

CypD; and how Trap1, an Hsp90-related mitochondrial matrix chaperone protein and 

member of the mitochondrial unfolded protein response (mtUPR), is able to suppress 

mPT in a p53-dependent manner. I find that p53 needs to be structurally destabilized in 

order to interact with CypD and that catalytically active CypD causes strong aggregation 

of wildtype p53 protein (both full length and isolated DNA binding domain) into amyloid-
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type fibrils in vitro. NMR studies of CypD reveal slow exchange behavior, characteristic 

of a dynamic process such as isomerization. Moreover, I find that inhibition of Trap1 by 

the mitochondria-specific HSP90 ATPase antagonist gamitrinib strongly sensitizes 

primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) to mPT and permeability transition pore 

(mPTP) opening in a p53- and CypD-dependent manner. The result of my work 

proposes a model by which influx of unfolded p53 into the mitochondrial matrix in 

response to oxidative stress indirectly activates the normally inhibited CypD by 

displacing it from Trap1 complexes. This activates CypD’s isomerase activity. Liberated 

CypD then isomerizes multiple proteins including p53 (causing p53 aggregation) and 

the structural components of the mPTP pore, inducing pore opening. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Stroke is one of the leading causes of death and permanent disability worldwide 

[1]. Currently, no prophylaxis exists to prevent tissue damage and tissue loss from 

stroke and only limited treatment options exist for stroke victims. It is of great 

importance to better understand the underlying cellular processes which lead to cell 

death and permanent tissue damage in order to develop better preventive medicines 

and treatments. Recent work has implicated the protein p53 as an important component 

of the necrotic cell death process in response to ischemic stroke and reperfusion [2]–[7]. 

The purpose of my work was to better understand the mechanism by which p53 is able 

to trigger cell death by necrosis. Using the functional DNA binding domain of the p53 

protein (p53DBD), I investigated how protein stability affects p53’s interaction with 

mitochondrial prolyl-isomerase cyclophilin D (CypD), the key regulator of mitochondrial 

permeability transition (mPT) and subsequent necrotic cell death [8]–[10]. I uncovered a 

novel and unexpected mode of interaction between p53DBD and CypD that depends on 

the catalytic activity of CypD and ultimately leads to aggregation of p53DBD into 

amyloid-like fibrils. These discoveries led me to question the involvement of 

mitochondrial chaperone proteins Trap1, HSP90 and HSP60 in mediating p53- and 

CypD-dependent mPT. By using the mitochondrial HSP90 and Trap1 inhibitor 

Gamitrinib, which sensitizes cells to mPT [11]–[13], I was able to show that Trap1 

inhibition-mediated mPTP depends on p53. This work has allowed me to develop a new 

model for the mechanism by which p53 could trigger mPT and subsequent necrosis. 

Taken together, my work provides a framework of experiments that proposes a novel 

mechanism involving p53 that is responsible for mediating necrotic cell death in 
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response to ischemia and reperfusion injury. This paves the way for additional 

investigations that will ultimately help with the greatly needed search for effective stroke 

prevention and treatment therapies. 

1.1 Stroke and Necrosis 

Two categories of stroke exist: hemorrhagic and ischemic. Hemorrhagic stroke is 

less common and is characterized by the leakage of a weakened blood vessel or 

bursting of a brain aneurysm which causes blood to spill into the brain [14]. 

Accumulation of blood within the brain damages the cells and tissues due to the buildup 

of excessive pressure. Ischemic stroke accounts for 87% of strokes and is 

characterized by the acute blockage of a blood vessel to or in the brain, often due to a 

blood clot [14]. This work focuses on the cellular mechanism of the necrotic cell death 

program that is initiated by ischemia and progresses upon restoration of blood flow to 

the affected tissue. 

1.1.1 Ischemic Stroke and Reperfusion Injury 

Each year, nearly 700,000 people in the United States suffer an ischemic stroke 

[14]. An ischemic stroke is caused by the blocking of a blood vessel to the brain most 

often due to a clot that either develops at the location of the clot (thrombosis) or forms 

elsewhere in the body and travels through the bloodstream until it reaches an 

impassible blood vessel where it restricts or completely blocks blood flow (embolism) 

[15]. Ischemia is defined as the period of time that the blood flow is restricted. During 

this time, cellular dysfunction occurs due to lack of oxygen, a decrease in pH, depletion 

of ATP and ion pump dysfunction which leads to an overload of calcium in the cell [16]. 

Restoration of blood flow to the affected region is known as reperfusion. Upon 
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reperfusion, oxygen delivery to the cell is restored, pH levels are normalized and 

aerobic ATP production through the electron transport chain (ETC) can resume once 

again. However, reperfusion does not come without consequences. It has been known 

since the 1960s that reperfusion of the ischemic heart leads to myocardial tissue 

damage and cell death through necrosis. This process is commonly known as 

reperfusion injury [17]. Reperfusion injury is brought on by a complicated cascade of 

events including oxidative stress from the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), 

calcium overload, rapid pH change, inflammation and mitochondrial permeability 

transition [18]. The effects of reperfusion injury events span from several minutes [19] to 

days. However, early intervention - through mild hypothermia or administration of 

glucose-insulin-potassium or 2-deoxyglucose - in a variety of animal models has been 

shown to reduce the extent of damaged tissues [20]–[24]. In some cases myocardial 

infarct size post ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury was reduced by as much as 50% [25]–

[28]. Despite these encouraging findings in animal models, clinical outcomes have been 

less favorable [29]–[37] and no globally accepted general treatments for I/R injury exist 

to date.  

1.1.2 Apoptosis, Necrosis and Necroptosis 

Historically, the apoptotic cell death program has always been considered a 

regulated or programmed form of cell death, while necrosis was thought of as the 

unregulated or non-programmed mechanism for cell death [38], [39]. The primary 

morphological differences in cells undergoing necrosis versus apoptosis are 

characterized by the leaking of cellular contents into the extracellular environment [39], 

[40] in the case of necrosis, while cells undergoing apoptosis are phagocytized and 
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fragments are membrane-wrapped in an organized fashion before they are able to leak 

their contents [41]. 

Upon initiation of apoptosis by the caspase family of proteases, cells begin to 

shrink and condense, the nucleus and nuclear DNA are broken up and the cytoskeleton 

collapses [42]. Once initiated, apoptosis cannot be terminated or reversed. In the final 

stages of apoptosis, the cell undergoes budding into apoptotic bodies which contain the 

intact organelles and these apoptotic bodies are phagocytosed and degraded [43]. 

The mechanisms that trigger cells to undergo death by necrosis differ from those 

of apoptosis. Generally, apoptosis is confined to single or small clusters of cells while 

necrosis affects larger groups/masses of contiguous cells [43], [44]. Necrosis has 

historically been considered an unregulated, energy-independent death program that is 

initiated when the cell is a victim of a larger toxic insult. Whether a cell dies through the 

apoptotic or necrotic program largely depends on the type of insult, the type and age of 

the tissue, and the physiological environment [43], [45], [46]. Generally, necrosis is 

favored when the death-stimulus involves either direct damage to cell membranes, 

disruption of ATP production in the mitochondria or depletion of caspases [47]–[49]. 

Unlike apoptosis where cells shrink and compartmentalize, cells undergoing necrosis 

swell and spill their cytoplasmic contents into the surrounding extracellular environment 

which invokes a strong inflammatory response [43], [50], [51]. Though necrosis has 

generally been considered an unregulated process, there is an emerging body of 

research indicating that there may indeed be a set of signaling networks, with both 

unique and apoptosis-common regulatory components, within the cell which ultimately 
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determines whether cells follow the necrotic or apoptotic cell death programs [46], [48], 

[52], [53]. 

In light of the discovery of common regulatory components between apoptotic 

and necrotic cell death mechanisms, the newly coined term ‘necroptosis’ has been 

gaining significant attention in the literature [40], [44], [54]–[57]. Generally, the concept 

of necroptosis is not meant to serve as a new or separate cell death mechanism from 

the already characterized apoptotic and necrotic pathways, but rather aims to highlight 

key regulatory and signaling cascades that are involved throughout the progression of 

cellular dysfunction and ultimate death by necrosis. Some existing studies on regulated 

necrosis pathways have already taken on original names of their own, such as the 

necrosome signaling complex, ferroptosis, oxytosis, NETosis, ETosis, parthanatos, 

pyroptosis, pyronecrosis and CypD-mediated necrosis [55], [56]. Ultimately, the term 

necroptosis serves to unite these differently named pathways to highlight the various 

mechanisms that may be responsible for regulating necrosis. 

1.2 Mitochondrial permeability transition 

One major catalyst of cell death by necrosis is the disruption of ATP production 

due to some type of mitochondrial dysfunction [47], [49]. One highly studied 

phenomenon that ultimately leads to disruption of ATP production and cell death by 

necrosis is known as mitochondrial permeability transition (mPT), which is characterized 

by the prolonged opening of a non-selective low conductance protein pore spanning 

both the inner and outer mitochondrial membranes known as the mitochondrial 

permeability transition pore (mPTP) [58]–[61]. 
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1.2.1 Function of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore 

The mitochondrial permeability transition pore is a small non-selective pore that 

spans both the inner and outer mitochondrial membranes and allows for the free 

passing of molecules of up to 1.5 kDa in size [61]–[64]. The mechanism of mPTP 

assembly and opening has been debated for many years. However, it is generally 

accepted that in healthy, unstressed, cells the mPTP remains closed or unassembled 

and its opening is brought on by prolonged cellular stress. mPT has been extensively 

studied in the context of reperfusion injury following ischemic stroke or myocardial 

infarction [2], [65]–[70]. The increase in intracellular Ca2+, formation of excess ROS and 

pH changes caused by reperfusion are postulated to trigger opening of the mPTP [18]. 

The physiological role of the mPTP has also been debated extensively where 

conventional thinking that mPTP opening serves only to mediate cell death has been 

challenged by evidence indicating that the mPTP can open and close very transiently to 

allow for mitochondrial regulation of Ca2+ [71]–[74]. Nonetheless, it is generally agreed 

that prolonged opening of the mPTP ultimately leads to cell death by apoptosis or 

necrosis, depending on the stressor [58], [60], [61], [75], [76]. 

1.2.2 Components of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore 

Another major point of contention for many years has surrounded the specific 

protein components that make up the physical mPTP. The only essential and 

indisputable protein component of the mPTP that has prevailed throughout the many 

years of scrutiny is cyclophilin D (CypD), the sole mitochondrial member of the 

cyclophilin prolyl-isomerase family which serves as the key regulator of the mPTP [8], 

[9], [61], [77]–[80]. Various other proteins have been proposed to associate with the 
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mPTP including but not limited to the voltage dependent anion channel (VDAC), 

adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT), mitochondrial phosphate carrier (PiC) and 

peripheral benzodiazepine receptor (TSPO) [60], [61]. However, subsequent 

experimentation has shown that many of these proteins are in fact non-essential mPTP 

components. For example, genetic co-deletion of VDAC1 and VDAC2 in mice did not 

prevent VDAC null mitochondria from undergoing mPT [81], mouse liver mitochondria 

devoid of ANT also undergo normal mPT [82], knockout of mitochondrial phosphate 

carrier (PiC) in mice does nothing to prevent normal mPT [83], and mouse hearts 

devoid of TSPO continue to be sensitive to mPT in response to I/R injury [84]. Recent 

work has implicated the F1Fo ATP synthase as the physical pore component through 

which small (<1.5 kDa) molecules can pass [58], [77], [85]–[88]. However, the debate 

continues over what the oligomeric state of the F1Fo ATP synthase must be to function 

as a pore,  -as well as which additional proteins are necessary for full, functional, 

assembly of the mPTP [77], [89]–[91].  

1.3 Cyclophilins and the mitochondrial matrix-specific member cyclophilin D 

The physiological roles of peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerases (PPIases) in the 

cell have historically been to serve as protein folding chaperones through the catalysis 

of cis-trans interconversion of proline bonds which, if uncatalyzed, is a slow process 

[92]. Cyclophilin D is the key regulator of the mPTP, and is the sole mitochondrial 

member of the PPIase cyclophilin family which consists of 10 known cyclophilins A-J 

and CypNK. It should be noted that the cyclophilin nomenclature does not currently 

associate any genes or proteins with CypI [93]–[98].  
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1.3.1 The cyclophilin family of prolyl-isomerases 

Cyclophilins are one of three families of peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerases that 

together with FK-506 binding proteins (FKBPs) and parvulins make up the larger protein 

family of immunophilins [99], [100]. FKBPs are characterized by their ability to bind the 

inhibitors FK506 (tacrolimus) and rapamycin (sirolimus), while cyclophilins are unique in 

their ability to bind cyclosporins [93]. The cyclosporins and FKBP inhibitors are 

structurally different but both types are fungal peptides with immunosuppressive 

properties which are currently being investigated for a variety of treatments ranging from 

hepatitis C to reperfusion injury, viral infections, inflammation, and cancers [101], [102]. 

It is important to point out that the naming of individual cyclophilins has become 

somewhat convoluted and in some cases the use of one name can apply to more than 

one protein without additional clarification. In general, the protein name corresponds to 

the gene name: for example, the gene PPIA in humans codes for CypA, PPIB codes for 

CypB and so on. The primary confusion surrounds the naming of CypD. The gene PPID 

encodes for the protein CypD which is 40 kDa and primarily located in the cell nucleus 

and cytoplasm; its most commonly used name is Cyp40 (UniProtKB - Q08752). 

However, conventional use of the name CypD refers to the sole mitochondrial 

cyclophilin which is in fact encoded by the gene PPIF and therefore technically should 

be named CypF (UniProtKB - P30405). Use of CypD in this thesis will follow 

conventional use and will refer to the mitochondrial cyclophilin encoded by the PPIF 

gene. Table 1.1 summarizes the respective genes, protein names and alternative 

names that are commonly used to refer to each respective gene product.  
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Table 1.1: Relation of cyclophilin gene names to names of conventional and 
alternate protein products 

Gene Protein Name 
Conventional 
Protein Name 

Alternate Protein 
Names 

Uniprot 
Accession 

Number 

PPIA CypA CypA 
PPIase A, 

Rotamase A 
P62937 

PPIB CypB CypB 

PPIase B, 
Rotamase B, 

CYP-S1, 
S-cyclophilin 

P23284 

PPIC CypC CypC 
PPIase C, 

Rotamase C 
P45877 

PPID CypD Cyp40 

PPIase D, 
Rotamase D, 

Cyclophilin-40, 
Cyp40 

Q08752 

PPIE CypE CypE 
PPIase E, 

Rotamase E, 
Cyclophilin-33 

Q9UNP9 

PPIF CypF 
CypD 

 
(used in this thesis) 

PPIase F, 
Rotamase F, 

Mitochondrial 
cyclophilin, 

CyP-M, 
mtCypD 

P30405 

PPIG CypG CypG 

PPIase G, 
Rotamase G, 

CASP10, 
Clk-associating 
RS-cyclophilin, 

CARS-Cyp, 
SR-cyclophilin, 

SRcyp 

Q13427 

PPIH CypH CypH 
PPIase H, 

Rotamase H, USA-
CYP 

O43447 

PPIL3 CypJ PPIL3 Rotamase PPIL3 Q9H2H8 

NKTR CypNK NKTR 
Natural-killer cells 
cyclophilin-related 

protein 
P30414 

 

Cyclophilin A is the most widely distributed member of the cyclophilin family with 

functions both inside and outside of the cell [103]. CypA has important roles in 

mediating protein folding and stability with targets including HIV-1 Gag [104], [105], 

Homo-oligomeric a7 neuronal nicotinic receptor (nAChR) [106], [107], type 3 serotonin 

receptor (5HT3R) [106], [107], collagen [108], transferrin [109], and rhodopsin in 
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Drosophila [110], [111]. CypA also facilitates a myriad of cellular trafficking systems 

including translocation of apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) to induce cell death after 

cerebral hypoxia-ischemia [112], [113], nuclear translocation of heterogeneous nuclear 

ribonucleoprotein A2 (hnRNP A2) [114], transport of CD147 to the plasma membrane 

[115], trafficking asialoglycoprotein receptor (ASGPR) between the plasma membrane 

and endosomes [116], import of fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (FBPase) to vesicles 

[117], and nuclear export of zinc-finger protein 1 (Zpr1) [118]. CypA can be secreted to 

the extra cellular matrix where it can serve as a signaling molecule to promote 

apoptosis and inflammation [119]. One of the most significant roles of CypA is its 

immunosuppressive response upon inhibition with the pan-cyclophilin inhibitor 

cyclosporine A (CsA). CsA is commonly used during organ transplantation to suppress 

rejection [103], [120], [121]. Inhibition of CypA by CsA inhibits the calcineurin 

phosphatase which in turn suppresses inflammatory proteins TNF alpha and interleukin 

2 (IL2) via NFAT signaling [103], [120], [121].  

Cyclophilins B and C are primarily localized to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 

where they have less studied roles in regulation of the redox homeostasis and 

modulation of protein secretion and transport to the plasma membrane [122], [123]. 

Cyp40 is localized in the cytoplasm where it functions as a co-chaperone with HSP90 

for the regulation of steroid-receptors complexes [124], [125] and regulation of the 

transcription factor c-Myb which regulates hematopoiesis in mammals [126], [127]. 

Cyclophilins E, G, H and J (PPIL3) have unique sequences but each contain an RNA-

binding domain and are primarily located in the nucleus where they have been 

associated with the spliceosome for pre-mRNA processing [94], [128]–[132]. Finally, 
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CypNK (NKTR) serves as a protein folding chaperone and is the largest of the 

cyclophilins at ~150 kDa [97], [133], [134]. It was one of the earliest discovered 

cyclophilins, sometimes referred to as only a cyclophilin-like protein due to its size and 

sequence differences, and is the only cell-membrane associated cyclophilin. 

1.3.2 Cyclophilin D: the sole mitochondrial member of the cyclophilin family 

Cyclophilin D is the only cyclophilin family member that resides in the 

mitochondria. It is synthesized as a ~22 kDa protein in the cytoplasm containing a 29-

residue, N-terminal, mitochondrial localization signal which is cleaved upon entry into 

the mitochondrial matrix for a final, functional, ~18 kDa protein [135]–[137]. In addition 

to being a key regulator of the mPTP, CypD has also been implicated in the 

suppression of apoptosis through interaction with Bcl2 [138]–[140], promotion of 

autophagy [141], as well as controlling cell cycle progression and cell motility from 

outside the mitochondria by interaction with the transcription factor STAT3 [142]. 

Interestingly, STAT3 has also recently been characterized within the mitochondria and 

has been proposed to stimulate mitochondrial respiration and inhibit mPT [143]. 

CypD is the only component that has been shown to be genetically indispensable 

for mPT and subsequent necrotic cell death [8], [9], [61], [77]–[80]. CypD requires its 

PPIase activity in order to trigger opening of the mPTP, because inhibitors known to 

prevent mPT have also been shown to inhibit PPIase of CypD [144]–[146]. Several 

recent models intended to explain the formation and opening of the mPTP have 

proposed that CypD isomerizes a component of the assembled mPTP which then leads 

to a conformational change and subsequent opening of the pore [58]–[60]. CypD targets 

implicated in these models have included both the lateral stalk of the ATP synthase, or 
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the oligomycin sensitivity conferring protein (OCSP) subunit of the ATP synthase, which 

also assembles along the lateral stalk of ATP synthase [59], [85], [147], [148]. These 

models propose that conformational change in the dimers of the ATP synthase are 

responsible for forming and opening the mPT pore component itself [59], [85], [147], 

[148]. Similarly, ANT and the mitochondrial phosphate carrier (PiC) have been 

suggested as CypD targets which in turn bind to the c-subunit rings of the F1Fo-ATP 

synthase; ANT and PiC have also been implicated as the mPT pore component itself 

[59], [88], [149]. Yet another proposed model hypothesizes that the oligomycin 

sensitivity-conferring protein (OSCP) serves as a negative regulator of the mPTP and 

the removal of the OSCP or binding of CypD and PiC to the OSCP induce a 

conformational change in the F1Fo-ATP synthase that would in turn uncover a Ca2+ 

binding site and further sensitize the mPTP to opening at lower Ca2+ concentrations 

[58]. This model supports the notion that the mPTP can function as a transient Ca2+ 

release channel since it has been shown that cells can still undergo mPT in the absence 

of CypD but at elevated Ca2+ concentrations [79], [150]–[152]. In such a model, CypD 

could serve as a signaling molecule to initiate opening of the mPTP and subsequent 

necrosis in response to ROS and Ca2+ stress, such as is encountered in I/R injury, 

thereby supporting the concept of regulated necrosis or necroptosis. While the specific 

components of the mPTP still cannot be agreed upon to date, these models serve as an 

encouraging starting point for additional research to hammer down the exact 

composition of the elusive mitochondrial permeability transition pore. 

In addition to the identification of new CypD binding partners and substrates, the 

involvement of posttranslational modifications (PTMs) on CypD have recently come into 
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question. For example, CypD is acetylated at Lys166, presumably by the enzyme acetyl 

coenzyme A [153], and subsequent deacetylation of CypD at Lys166 by sirtuin 3 

(SIRT3) has been shown to inhibit mPT [154], [155]. Moreover, SIRT3 is known to 

deacetylate the OSCP in response to nutrient- and exercise- induced stress [156], 

which raises an interesting question regarding the involvement of PTMs, and specifically 

acetylation, in the regulation of mPT and subsequent necrosis. CypD can be 

phosphorylated on Ser/Thr residues, which to date have not been specifically mapped, 

by glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta (GSK3ß); CypD phosphorylation then activates 

mitochondrial extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and subsequently leads to 

mPT [157], [158]. Conversely, ROS-induced mPT can be inhibited by S-nitrosylation of 

Cys 203 of CypD [159]. These examples highlight the level of complexity in the 

mechanisms by which CypD could facilitate opening of the mPTP and reinforced the 

notion that a complex signaling network could exist to regulate the necrotic cell death 

process. 

1.4 Cyclosporins and Other Cyclophilin Inhibitors 

Cyclosporins are a family of fungal-derived cyclic peptides with potent 

immunosuppressive properties. They are known for their ability to broadly bind to the 

cyclophilin family of PPIases and there is growing interest in achieving increased 

selectivity for individual cyclophilins, namely CypA, CypD and Cyp40 for a variety of 

treatments. 

1.4.1 Cyclosporine A 

Cyclosporine A (CsA) is a cyclic undecapeptide of fungal origin and distinguishes 

the cyclophilin family of immunophilins from FKBPs and parvulins as all cyclophilins 
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bind-to and are inhibited by CsA. It was discovered in 1972 during a screen for non-

cytotoxic immunosuppressants at the company Sandoz [101], [160]. It has since been 

explored for use in a myriad of treatments including: psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis, 

uveitis, antiviral therapies, hepatitis C, inflammation, reperfusion injury and even certain 

cancers [101], [161]. CsA is a potent immunosuppressant that primarily functions 

through inhibition of CypA which, in turn, further inhibits the calcineurin phosphatase 

which in turn suppresses inflammatory proteins TNF alpha and interleukin 2, this 

prevents T-cell activation and immune response [103], [120], [121], [162]. CsA is most 

commonly known for it use during organ transplantation in order to prevent rejection. 

CsA binds all cyclophilins including CypD and has been shown to protect mouse hearts 

and brains from mPT in response to I/R injury and subsequent necrosis [2], [101], 

[161]–[164]. Despite these encouraging findings, CsA remains an unattractive target for 

the treatment or prevention of I/R injury because of its unfavorable side effects in 

humans including induction of blood-brain barrier (BBB) permeability and dysfunction 

[165]–[167] as well as a dose-dependent neuro-, hepato-, and nephro- toxicity [162], 

[168]–[171]. Importantly, high dose administration of CsA can negatively impact infarct 

size by increasing the damaged area and can have a neurotoxic effect [172]. 

Furthermore, a recent clinical trial investigating the effectiveness of CsA in acute 

ischemic stroke showed that only a marginal subdivision of patients had a significantly 

reduced infarct size 30 days after treatment compared to patients who only received 

standard thrombolytic therapy only [173]. Taken together, there is a clear need for an 

improved CypD-selective inhibitor that can potentially protect patients from I/R-injury.  
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1.4.2 Cyclosporine Analogs 

In an effort to reduce many of the side effects of CsA, including its 

immunosuppressive properties, many researchers have been looking to identify CsA-

like compounds that can preferentially inhibit CypD over the additional cyclophilin family 

members. One promising CsA analog was the development of alisporivir which still 

binds to all of the cyclophilin family members but does not lead to inhibition of 

calcineurin when bound to CypA and in turn does not evoke an immunosuppressive 

effect [174], [175]. Alisporivir is currently being studied as an hepatitis treatment through 

its inhibition of Cyp40 [175]–[177]. Another group of drugs known as Sanglifehrins are 

non CsA-derived large macrocyclic peptides. Sanglifehrins bind to all members of the 

cyclophilin family more potently than CsA (PDB:1YND) [146], [178]. Sanglifehrin A (SfA) 

does still have immunosuppressive properties however not through the inhibition of 

CypA-calcineurin binding [146], [178]. While the immunosuppressive mechanisms and 

relative toxicity is still being investigated, SfA and SfA-analogues are being developed 

and investigated for use as treatments in response to I/R injury in light of their high 

affinity for CypD over CsA [101], [146], [179], [180]. Despite these research advances, 

there is still no ideal inhibitor that can selectively bind to CypD instead of the other 

cyclophilin family members to specifically target the regulation of mPT and subsequent 

necrosis. 

1.5 p53 and its mitochondrial function 

p53 is a transcription factor commonly known as the ‘guardian of the genome’ or 

‘cellular gatekeeper’ for its critical role as a tumor suppressor [181]–[184]. It is the most 

commonly mutated gene in human cancer and the most commonly mutated tumor 
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suppressor gene, and is arguably one of the most intensely studied gene and protein 

[185], [186]. The canonical function of p53 serves to protect cells from a variety of 

stressors including, but not limited to, DNA damage, hyperproliferative signals, oxidative 

stress, hypoxia and nutrient deprivation [182], [183], [187]. The canonical consequence 

of p53 activation by these stressors is that it leads to the stabilization of p53 and 

transcriptional activation of its target response genes, ultimately leading to repair of the 

damaged DNA, cell cycle inhibition, senescence or cell death through apoptosis or 

autophagy [182], [183], [187]. Recent work has expanded the function of p53 to a non-

canonical role which include transcription-independent initiation of apoptosis [188]–[193] 

and necrosis at the mitochondria via protein-protein interaction in response to various 

stressors [2], [5], [194]–[196]. 

In response to cellular stress, p53 can be translocated to the mitochondria where 

it triggers mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP) by interacting with 

members of the Bcl-2 family which are responsible for either inhibiting or activating 

apoptosis [191], [197]–[201]. Activation of pro-apoptotic BH1-3 proteins monomeric Bax 

and Bak lead to their insertion (in the case of Bax) and oligomerization in the 

mitochondrial outer membrane. These oligomers form a dynamic lipid pore and spill the 

enzymatic contents of the intermembranous space, notably cytochrome c, iAPP 

inhibitors Smac/Diablo [202]–[204] and serine protease Omi/HtrA2 [205]–[207], to 

trigger apoptosis by activating the caspase cascade in the cytoplasm. Direct activators 

of Bax/Bak are the proteins tBid and Bim, while the proteins Puma, Noxa and Bad 

initiate apoptosis indirectly by inhibiting the antiapoptotic Bcl-2 family members including 

Bcl-2, Bcl-xL and Mcl1 [191], [208]. p53 interacts with both direct and indirect activators 
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of apoptosis. It can free Bax, Bak, and tBid from their inhibitory counterparts Bcl-xL and 

Bcl-2 to indirectly activate apoptosis, while on the other hand it can also directly activate 

apoptosis by interacting with Bak and Bax. Finally, in the absence of stress, cytosolic 

p53 is sequestered and inactivated by binding of Bcl-xL [191], [209]. In response to 

stress, nuclear p53 transactivates its target gene Puma, which in turn displaces 

cytosolic p53 from the inactive complex with Bcl-xL. This liberates p53 which can then 

activate cytosolic Bax. 

In addition to its role in apoptosis initiation, p53 has recently been implicated in 

driving cell death by necrosis, also by way of the mitochondria but independent of any 

pro/anti-apoptotic Bcl2 family members [2]. As discussed, the key regulator of I/R-

induced necrosis is cyclophilin D. Myocardial infarction and stroke models of CypD -/- 

mice have shown that CypD -/- mice are resistant to I/R-induced necrosis but remain 

sensitive to apoptosis driven by the Bcl-2 family members [8], [9], [210], [211]. While this 

highlights that the signaling pathways regulating apoptosis and necrosis are functionally 

distinct from each other, they seem to overlap when it comes to the involvement of p53. 

The hallmark of cells undergoing death by necrosis is the release of the proteins high 

mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) and hepatoma-derived growth factor (HDGF) into the 

surrounding environment [212]. As characterized by electron microscopy and the 

release of HMGB1 into the surrounding medium, targeting p53 to the mitochondrial 

matrix by fusing it to a mitochondrial localization signal in Bax/Bak double knockout 

(DKO) mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) reveals that H2O2 stress causes the cells to 

undergo death by necrosis [2]. Moreover, this cell death shows a lack of caspase-3 

cleavage, the classical marker of cells undergoing apoptosis. Furthermore, knockdown 
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of p53 in p53 heterozygous mice [2], [213] or prevention of p53 translocation into the 

mitochondria using the cytosolic HSP70 inhibitor pifithrin-μ protects cells from 

undergoing mPT [195], [214]. Taken together, these results indicate that indeed, stress-

induced influx of p53 into the mitochondrial matrix can drive the necrotic cell death 

pathway.   

1.6 Heat-shock proteins and stability of p53 

p53 is one of the most commonly mutated transcription factors in human cancers 

and many of the associated mutations have been shown to affect the structural stability 

of p53 protein to various degrees ranging from hyperstabilization to total unfolding 

[215]–[217]. Many cancer types overexpress a variety of chaperone proteins which are 

known to associate with both mutant and WT forms of p53 in order to override the 

conventional tumor suppressive functions of p53 [218]–[224]. Combining what we know 

about how the structure and function of p53 is affected by the multitude of well-studied 

chaperone proteins in the cell, perhaps we can infer and draw new parallels to 

understand how p53 might function within the mitochondria. 

p53 is composed of five distinct regions, two N-terminal transactivation domains 

(TAD1, residues 1-43, and TAD2, residues 44-63), followed by a proline-rich region 

(residues 64-92), the DNA-binding domain (DBD, residues 93-292), a nuclear 

localization signal (residues 293-319), the tetramerization domain (residues 320-355) 

and finally a C-terminal regulatory domain (residues 356-393) [225]. The N-terminal 

transactivation domains, central DNA-binding domain and C-terminal tetramerization 

domain form individual, stable, globular, folded structures that are connected by 

unstructured, flexible chains. The full, functional, quaternary structure of p53 exists as a 
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tetramer where the tetramerization domains tie four individual p53 proteins together and 

coordinate the DNA-binding domains around their DNA target as modeled in (Figure 

1.1). 

 

 

 

The DNA-binding domain of p53 (p53DBD), also referred to as the core-domain 

(p53core), is the minimal functional domain that is required for interaction with CypD [2]. 

Though further minimal truncation mapping of p53 has shown that CypD interacts 

somewhere along the N-terminal region of p53DBD between residues 80-220 [2], this 

construct is likely unstructured because three out of seven important β-strands are 

missing from the core β-sandwich structure of p53DBD as highlighted in Figure 1.2. The 

DBD of WT p53 is inherently an unstable molecule with an apparent melting 

temperature (Tm) of 42°C that loses its ability to bind DNA and begins to form insoluble 

aggregates in vitro at 37°C [215], [226], [227]. 

Figure 1.1: Quaternary structure of p53. a) Model of the relative arrangement of p53 domains in 

the fully assembled tetrameric state. b) Model of p53 tetramer bound to DNA. 
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Over 50% of p53-related cancer mutations are associated with point mutations in 

p53DBD [215], [228]. These point mutations generally fall into three categories, DNA-

contact mutations, DNA-binding region mutations and structural mutations [215], [229]. 

Contact mutants account for 20% of p53 missense mutations and are residues that 

actively participate in binding to DNA. These mutations typically do not have a 

significant impact on the folding or stability of p53; for example, mutations R273H and 

R248Q cannot bind DNA but more than 85% of molecules are folded at 37°C and they 

adopt native or slightly distorted folds [229]. DNA-binding region mutations tend to have 

less of an effect on DNA binding but influence the structure of p53DBD more. For 

example, DNA-binding region mutant R282W is globally denatured with less than 50% 

of the protein folded at 37°C but it can still bind DNA [229]. Finally there are structural 

mutations which are often associated with large global distortions in the protein such as 

V143A in the β-sandwich region or R175H and C242S in the Zinc-binding region which 

Figure 1.2: Crystal structure of p53DBD bound to DNA (PDB: 1TUP) with red highlighted region 
indicating the minimal construct (residues 80-200) of p53 that has been shown to interact with 
CypD by pulldown. It should be noted that beyond containing mostly unstructured regions, three β-

strands of the p53DBD are absent from the minimal construct indicating that the minimal construct 
would not be able to properly fold. Zinc is colored green and the zinc-coordinating residues (C176, 
H179, C238 and C242) are highlighted in blue. 
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are globally denatured and less than 50% folded at 37°C (near blue-colored residues in 

Figure 1.2) [229]. The relative stabilities of these mutant p53 proteins can alter the 

signaling mechanism and outcome of p53-driven cell cycle arrest or apoptosis. 

Additionally, these mutations can lead to changes in the interaction of p53 with other 

signaling molecules. Of specific importance is the interaction between p53 and the 

diverse chaperone family of heat shock proteins (HSPs) [230]–[234]. 

1.6.1 p53-associated Heat-Shock Proteins 

WT p53 is short-lived in the cell and its half-life ranges from roughly 5 to 30 

minutes starting from synthesis to ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation. p53 is 

ubiquitinated by the E3 ligase MDM2 primarily on C-terminal lysine residues 370, 371, 

372, 381, 382 and 386 [235]–[239]. MDM2-targeted degradation of p53 under non-

stress conditions is an efficient process that keeps the relative cellular levels of p53 low 

[235]. Inhibition of MDM2 leads to cellular stabilization and accumulation of p53 which 

ultimately causes cell cycle arrest and cell death by apoptosis. Stabilization of p53 

through inhibition of MDM2 is currently being investigated as a potential cancer 

treatment to restore the tumor suppressive functions of p53 [240]. Conversely, some 

cancer types overexpress MDM2 which depletes p53 levels and inhibit p53’s function as 

a tumor-suppressor [235], [241], [242]. While the mechanisms in different cancers vary, 

there is a growing body of evidence that cellular stability of p53 is influenced by multiple 

chaperone proteins. For example, heat shock protein gp96 promotes cancer cell 

survival by interacting with both p53 and MDM2 to decrease the levels of p53 [243]. 

Conversely, knockdown of gp96 inhibited tumor growth in vivo and promoted apoptosis. 

Similarly, heat-shock protein 90 (HSP90) has been shown to both directly interact with 
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WT and structurally destabilized mutant p53 to restore its cellular function as well as 

protect WT p53DBD from aggregation during prolonged incubation at 37°C in vivo [230], 

[244], [245]. HSP90 can also inactivate MDM2 and thereby maintain the tumor 

suppressor functions of p53 [246], [247]. Finally, both WT and misfolded p53 mutants 

have been associated with stabilization by HSP70. Overexpression of HSP70 has been 

proposed to sequester pools of misfolded p53 to allow natively folded p53 to regain its 

tumor suppressive functions [222], [233], [248].  

p53 protein is an inherently unstable and stress-sensitive protein that can be 

easily destabilized by single point mutations which commonly occur across many 

cancers. Furthermore, additional stressors such as changes in pH [215], [249]–[251], 

the presence of unfolded proteins such as during ER stress [252], [253], and numerous 

PTMs [254]–[257] can also drastically reduce the stability of p53 protein. In instances 

where p53 is destabilized, HSP chaperone proteins are required for the rescue of p53 

function.  

1.6.2 Mitochondrial Heat-Shock Proteins 

Human mitochondria contain almost 1000 distinct proteins; however only 13 

protein coding genes exist in the mitochondrial genome indicating that the majority of 

mitochondrial proteins are imported from the cytosol [258], [259]. The majority of 

proteins imported into the mitochondria enter through the translocase of the inner 

membrane / translocase of the outer membrane (TIM/TOM) complex [136], [260], [261]. 

The TIM/TOM complex pore diameter is estimated to be 1.9-2.9 nm, depending on the 

assembly, which suggests that proteins must be unfolded in order to pass through 

[261]–[263]. Once inside or concomitant with import into the mitochondria, the unfolded 
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proteins need to be refolded to regain functionality. As such, the mitochondria have an 

extensive network of chaperone proteins to assist with protein refolding. One of the 

most prominent and most studied family of mitochondrial chaperone proteins is the 

HSP70 family which has been associated with the TIM/TOM complex on both the 

cytosolic and mitochondrial matrix sides [259], [264]. On the cytosolic side, HSP70 

partially unfold proteins targeted to the mitochondria and on the receiving end, HSP70 

associated with TIM serves as a motor protein to drive import of the target protein. The 

cytosolic interaction of p53 and HSP70 has already been discussed in 1.6.1 however it 

is important to add that mitochondrial HSP70 overexpression protects cells against mPT 

following I/R injury [265], [266] implying that it could be possible for p53 and 

mitochondrial HSP70 to have a joint role in ROS-induced mPT and necrosis.  

An additional set of chaperones exists in the mitochondrial matrix to facilitate 

refolding of the entering proteins. The HSP60 family of chaperones are known to form 

large homo-oligomeric complexes that facilitate folding of proteins within a large inner 

cavity [267], [268] . Moreover, both cyclophilin D [269] and p53 [2], [270], [271] have 

been shown to be associated with mitochondrial HSP60 with roles relating to both mPT 

and apoptosis [16], [269]–[271]. 

In addition to HSP60, both CypD and p53 interact individually with HSP90. In the 

context of unfolded, mutant, p53 in cancer cells, cytoplasmic HSP90 can bind to and 

stabilize misfolded p53 [12], [218]. Furthermore, HSP90 prevents aggregation of WT 

p53 under elevated temperatures in vitro indicating that HSP90 has a critical role in 

maintaining the homeostasis of proper p53 folding [230], [244], [272]. Human 

mitochondria contain both a pool of cytosolic HSP90 that has been translocated into the 
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matrix as well as a more prominent mitochondrial-specific HSP90 homolog known as 

the Tumor Necrosis Factor Receptor-Associated Protein-1 (Trap1) which does not have 

any known cytoplasmic function; both of these mitochondrial HSP90-family chaperones 

are significantly overexpressed under stress conditions and in multiple cancers [12], 

[273], [274]. Inhibition of Trap1 and HSP90 using the mitochondria-targeted HSP90 

inhibitor Gamitrinib (a 17-AAG analogue), sensitizes cells to mPT in a CypD-dependent 

manner [11], [275]. It is also known that overexpression of Trap1 protects cells from 

undergoing mPT in response to I/R injury while knockout, similar to inhibition, of Trap1 

sensitizes cells to mPT in response to I/R injury [266], [274]–[276].  

1.7 General overview of chapters 

The following section summarizes the individual chapters of this thesis and gives 

an overview how they are connected in an effort to ease the reader’s understanding of 

the motivation, specific content and global implications of this thesis work. 

1.7.1. Chapter 1 

 Chapter 1 introduces the specific biological concepts and molecules that are the 

focus of this thesis. It is structured to first broadly introduce the globally motivating 

concept of irreversible tissue damage caused by necrotic cell death in response to 

reperfusion injury following a period of ischemia as is observed in victims of ischemic 

stroke. Since necrosis is triggered by opening of the mitochondrial permeability 

transition pore, the mPTP’s function and known components are then discussed with a 

focus on its key regulator, cyclophilin D. A brief discussion about cyclophilin inhibitors 

follows before transitioning into the recent, groundbreaking work, which for the first time, 

implicates the tumor suppressor p53 in regulating necrotic cell death in response to I/R 
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injury. The introduction ends with a discussion of protein-folding chaperones, 

specifically the heat-shock proteins, and their currently known interactions with CypD 

and p53. The focus of this thesis is to better understand how CypD, p53 and certain 

members of the mitochondrial heat-shock proteins collaborate to regulate mPT and 

subsequent necrosis. 

1.7.2. Chapter 2  

This chapter describes common methods that are used across multiple chapters 

in an effort to minimize redundancy. More specific methods are described in the 

relevant chapters. 

1.7.3. Chapter 3 

As discussed in the introduction, p53 is an inherently unstable protein and its 

relative folding state has a major influence in its ability interact with other proteins. This 

chapter discusses how the expression of recombinant p53, either in E.coli or SF9 cells, 

affects the protein’s stability and how this in turn influences the interaction between p53 

and CypD. The general findings indicate that p53 expressed in SF9 cells is 

thermodynamically destabilized when compared to protein expressed in E.coli. We find 

that CypD will only interact with the less stable protein from SF9 cells.  

1.7.4. Chapter 4  

 Having established that there is an interaction between CypD and p53 expressed 

in SF9 cells, this chapter aims to further characterize the nature of the CypD interaction 

with p53. I find that p53 readily aggregates in the presence of active CypD. When 

considering the mechanism by which CypD and p53 regulate opening of the mPTP, the 

observation that p53 aggregates in vitro after interacting with CypD questions the 
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potential involvement of additional proteins, such as mitochondrial chaperone proteins, 

for functional regulation of the mPTP. Indeed, when probing the involvement of the 

mitochondrial chaperone Trap1 on mPT sensitization, I found that, as expected, 

inhibition of Trap1 sensitizes cells to mPT. Importantly, this sensitization depends on 

p53 as p53-/- cells are significantly less sensitive to mPT by Trap1 inhibition. The result 

of these findings is the proposition of a new model where influx of unfolded p53 into the 

mitochondrial matrix releases CypD from a constitutively inactive complex with 

HSP60/HSP90/Trap1 that then allows for CypD to participate in isomerization of its 

substrates including p53 and members of the mPTP to trigger its opening and 

subsequent cell death by necrosis. 

1.7.5. Chapter 5  

A general discussion and future directions. 
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Chapter 2: General Methods 

This chapter will introduce common methods that are used across multiple 

chapters in an effort to minimize redundancy and potential errors. Additional, chapter-

specific, methods will be described in the subsequently relevant chapters. 

2.1 Protein Expression and Purification 

Purified WT full-length human p53 was purchased from OriGene (Cat # 

TP300003). The protein was expressed in HEK293 cells as a C-terminal MYC/DDK 

fusion protein and affinity purified. Protein purity is > 80% as determined by SDS-PAGE 

and Coomassie staining. 

2.1.1 Expression and purification of recombinant human CypD and p53DBD 

N-terminally His6 tagged human CypD (residues 45-206) was cloned into 

expression vector 2BT (Addgene, Plasmid #29666) transformed into E.coli BL21 DE3 

cells, lysed by sonication and purified by FPLC (GE AKTA purifier) using an ion 

exchange column (GE HiTrapS) followed by a Ni-NTA affinity purification (GE HisTrap). 

6xHIS tag was cleaved using tobacco etch virus  (TEV) protease during overnight 

dialysis into 20 mM KHPO4 pH 7.7, 1 mM DTT for gel-filtration (GE HiLoad 16/60 

Superdex 200) by FPLC.  

WT GST-CypD and the GST-CypD mutants R55A, F60A, F113A, and W121A 

were cloned into expression vector 2GT (Addgene, Plasmid #29707), transformed into 

E.coli BL21DE3 cells and lysed using a high-pressure homogenizer (Avestin Emulsiflex 

C3). Proteins were purified by FPLC using a Ni-column (GE HisTrap) followed by an ion 

exchange column (GE HiTrapS). 6xHIS was cleaved using TEV during overnight 

dialysis into 20 mM TRIS pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 5% glycerol followed by gel 

filtration (GE HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200) by FPLC.  
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15N CypD (residues 45-206) was expressed in BL21DE3 cells grown in M9 

minimal media containing 15NH4Cl [277] then lysed by sonication. Protein was purified 

by FPLC with ion exchange column (GE HiTrapS) followed by Ni-column (GE HisTrap). 

6xHIS tag was cleaved using TEV during overnight dialysis into 20 mM KHPO4 pH 7.7, 

1 mM DTT for gel filtration (GE HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200) by FPLC.  

N-terminally tagged 6xHIS-p53DBD (residues 94-312) was expressed using the 

Bac-to-Bac Baculovirus Expression System (LifeTechnologies) and vector pFastBac 

HTb and purified with standard protocol. In brief, cells were lysed (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 

8.5, 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM Imidazole, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10% glycerol) and p53 

was purified from cleared lysates by batch Ni-NTA purification. Protein 6xHIS tag was 

cleaved using TEV during overnight dialysis into 50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.4, 5 mM DTT. 

Protein purity is > 90% as determined by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining. 

2.2 Tissue Culture and Lysate Generation 

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) and human HCT116 cells were grown in 

DMEM+10%FBS. WT and p53-/- MEF cell lines were established from E13.5 embryos 

[2] and CypD-/- MEFs were purchased from ArtisOptimus [2]. HCT116 WT and isogenic 

HCT116 p53-/- cells were provided by Dr. Bert Vogelstein, Howard Hughes Medical 

Institute, Baltimore, MD. Lysates were generated by scraping cells into PBS with 

1%TritonX100 and complete EDTA-free protease inhibitors (Sigma), lysed by 3x freeze-

thaw and cleared of cell debris by centrifugation at 4000 g for 5 min. Cyclosporine A 

was purchased from Sigma (Cat #30024). Calcein and Ionomycin were purchased from 

LifeTechnologies (Cat #C3100MP and #I24222). Gamitrinib was kindly provided by Dr. 

Dario Altieri, Wistar Institute, Philadelphia, PA. 
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2.3 Biochemical Assays 

2.3.1 Pulldown Assay 

GST pulldown experiments were conducted in PBS/1%TritonX100. GST, GST-

CypD or GST-CypD mutants were bound to glutathione beads for 1 hr at 4 °C 

(ThermoScientific, Cat #15160), then blocked in PBS/1%TritonX100/1%BSA for 1 hr at 

4 °C. Blocked beads were incubated with lysates for 16 hours at 4 °C in the presence of 

CsA where indicated. Beads were pelleted, thoroughly washed in PBS/1%TritonX100 

and analyzed by immunoblot. 

2.3.2 NMR Experiments 

The 1H, 15N HSQC spectra were obtained on 50 μM 15N CypD in the presence or 

absence of 100 μM p53DBD using a Bruker Avance3 700 MHz magnet. The spectra 

were obtained at 25 °C with 64 scans, TD2=2048, TD1=128 with spectral widths of 

13,586.95 Hz (1H) and 3101.73 Hz (15N). Topspin 3.2 (Bruker) was used for processing 

the spectrum and CCPNMR analysis 2.1 was used to generate the figure. CypD 

crosspeak assignments were taken from Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB) 

accession number 7310 [278]. We obtained NMR data in two different buffers: 50 mM 

NaH2PO4, 5 mM DTT, 10% D2O, pH 7.4 and 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.25 M KCl, 5 mM β-

ME, 0.1 M Imidazole, 5% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100, 10% D2O. 

2.3.3 CypD Activity Assay 

Prolyl cis/trans isomerization of the fluorescent aminobenzoyl-Ala-Phe-Pro-Phe-

4-nitroanilide (Abz-AFPF-pNA) peptide was monitored by changes in fluorescence 

emission at 416 nm upon excitation at 316 nm (FM4 Horriba-Jobin Yvon) in 50 mM 

NaH2PO4 + 5 mM DTT at 15 °C.  Abz-AFPF-pNA maintains the fluorescence-quenched 
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cis conformation in anhydrous trifuoroethanol (TFE) + 50 mM LiCl, but adopts the 

fluorescent trans conformation in aqueous buffer 50 mM NaH2PO4 + 5 mM DTT. CypD 

(0-15 nM) was pre-equilibrated and the isomerization reaction was started by addition 3 

nM Abz-AFPF-pNA. The reaction was monitored for 400 sec and data points were 

recorded every second with an integration time of one second. 

2.4 Protein Denaturation Assays 

2.4.1 Urea Denaturation Assay 

Denaturation of E.coli and SF9 p53DBD as well as WT CypD was monitored by 

changes in protein fluorescence using a Jobin Yvon Fluoromax-4 (Horiba) 

spectrofluorimeter exciting at 280 nm (bandpass 2.5 nm) and scanning emission 300-

400 nm (bandpass 7 nm), integration time 0.1 sec. Each protein was individually added 

to a final concentration of 2 μM in 900 μl of buffer containing 50 mM NaH2PO4 + 5 mM 

DTT and increasing amounts of urea from 0-8 M in 48 increments of 166.7 mM. The 

sample was incubated for 30 minutes at 25 °C before the fluorescence was recorded. 

2.4.2 Thermal Denaturation Assay 

Denaturation of E.coli and SF9 p53DBD as well as WT CypD and CypD mutants 

was monitored by changes in protein fluorescence using a Jobin Yvon Fluoromax-4 

(Horiba) spectrofluorimeter exciting at 280 nm (bandpass 2.5 nm) and scanning 

emission 300-400 nm (bandpass 7 nm), integration time 0.1 sec. Each protein was 

individually added to a final concentration of 2 μM in 200 μl of buffer containing 50 mM 

NaH2PO4 + 5 mM DTT. The sample was incubated for 1 minute at each 1 °C from 20-80 

°C before the fluorescence at each temperature was recorded. 
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Chapter 3: Investigating the role of p53 stability on its interaction with 

CypD 

 

 

Work in this chapter is credited to several people: 

 

Ivan Lebedev designed, performed and analyzed all the SF9 p53DBD-related 

biochemical and DSC-related experiments. 

Zachariah Foda designed, performed and analyzed the initial E.coli p53DBD-related 

experiments prior to SF9 expression. 

Dr. Franz Schmidt and Dr. Philipp Schmidpeter designed the CypD activity assay. 

Dr. Markus Seeliger and Dr. Ute Moll advised the design, techniques and analysis of the 

biochemical experiments.  
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3.1 Introduction 

Recent work has uncovered a novel function of p53 in the mitochondria relating 

to the regulation of mitochondrial permeability transition and subsequent necrotic cell 

death [2]. In this study, it was shown that in response to cellular stress, a cytoplasmic 

pool of p53 translocates into the mitochondrial matrix where it interacts with the key 

regulator of mPT, CypD, and triggers opening of the mPTP. Knockdown of p53 or 

inhibition of CypD prevents mPT and this phenomenon is verified in a mouse stroke 

model. This is the first time that p53 has been associated with cell death by necrosis  

and opens numerous opportunities for pharmacological intervention to prevent necrotic 

cell death which is the ultimate result of I/R injury such as observed in victims of 

ischemic stroke and myocardial infarction. 

The overarching aim of this work is to better understand the nature of the 

interaction between p53 and CypD and how it regulates opening of the mPTP. The 

initial model used to motivate the original approach at characterizing the CypD 

interaction with p53 postulated that the p53 protein, through its DNA binding domain, 

binds to and forms a stable complex with CypD which activates CypD and allows for it 

to facilitate opening of the mPTP. This model was supported by the ability of CypD to 

pulldown and co-immunoprecipitate p53 from purified mitochondria [2]. With this first 

model in mind, the original approach was to characterize the binding interface of CypD 

and p53DBD using biophysical methods such as X-ray crystallography and NMR in 

order to identify the key CypD and p53DBD residues involved in binding. However, all 

attempts to capture and quantify a binding event of E.coli expressed CypD with E.coli 

expressed p53DBD failed. All quality control experiments indicated that both proteins 
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were folded, had the correct mass and behaved in vitro as expected, however no in vitro 

binding data could be successfully obtained. Moreover, the mammalian cell work 

maintained that CypD and p53DBD bind to each other and the animal data was clear 

that some kind of interaction between CypD and p53 did exist [2].  

Several explanations for why E.coli p53DBD was incompatible with CypD binding 

arose including, the potential need for post translational modifications on either protein, 

differential folding of E.coli expressed p53DBD compared to mammalian or some 

unknown bridging protein to facilitate the interaction of p53 with CypD. Producing 

sufficient quantities of p53 protein expressed in mammalian cells for biophysical 

experiments such as X-ray crystallography and NMR is prohibitively costly. However, a 

baculoviral expression system from SF9 cells had already been established. Expressing 

protein in SF9 cells could also partially address some of the limitations of E.coli 

expression including some post translational modifications as well as more complex 

protein folding machinery that E.coli lack [279]. Indeed, p53DBD that was expressed in 

SF9 cells was able to interact with CypD however the nature of the interaction did not fit 

the originally proposed model. Specifically, p53 and CypD did not form a stable complex 

but the activity of CypD caused formation of insoluble p53 aggregates which is 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. This chapter explores the effect of the protein 

expression source on p53DBD, with emphasis on the intrinsic protein stability and how it 

affects its ability to interact with CypD in vitro. The general findings are that SF9 

expressed p53DBD is thermodynamically destabilized when compared to E.coli 

p53DBD, and only the destabilized SF9 p53DBD interacts with CypD in vitro.  
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3.2 Methods 

The work in this chapter employs some of the general methods described in 

chapter 2 including expression and purification of CypD and p53DBD from both E.coli 

and SF9 sources, urea denaturation assays, thermal denaturation assays, pulldown 

assays, and NMR.  

3.2.1 FITC Labeling of CypD and p53 

CypD and E.coli p53DBD proteins were fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) labeled 

(Thermo 46424) on lysine residues  by buffer exchanging each protein into 50 mM 

NaH2PO4 + 5 mM DTT pH 7.4 using a PD-10 desalting column (GE). A ratio of 20 mM 

protein to 100 mM FITC in 3.5 ml 50 mM NaH2PO4 + 5 mM DTT pH 7.4 was incubated 

overnight at 25 °C protected from light. Unbound label was removed by buffer 

exchanging the labeled protein into fresh 50 mM NaH2PO4 + 5 mM DTT pH 7.4 or 20 

mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.25 M KCl, 5 mM β-ME, 0.1 M Imidazole, 5% glycerol, 1% Triton X-

100 using a PD-10 desalting column (GE) as specified. The degree of labeling was 

determined by comparing the ratio of protein absorbance at 280 nm to FITC absorbance 

at 495 nm.  

3.2.2 Fluorescence Anisotropy 

Fluorescence anisotropy was measured with a Jobin Yvon Fluoromax-4 (Horiba) 

spectrofluorimeter by monitoring the anisotropy at 25 °C of 500 nM FITC-labeled CypD 

in at 520 nm upon excitation at 492 nm to which 50 μM of p53DBD was titrated. 

Measurements were taken in a 1 cm quartz cuvette (Starna Cells 16.160F-Q-10/Z15) 

containing a starting volume of 200 μl. Each anisotropy value at every concentration 

point was the average of three individual anisotropy measurements. Anisotropy buffers 
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used were 50 mM NaH2PO4 + 5 mM DTT pH 7.4 or 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.25 M KCl, 5 

mM β-ME, 0.1 M Imidazole, 5% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100.  

3.2.3 Analytical Gel Filtration 

E.coli p53DBD, CypD, or E.coli p53DBD with CypD samples were loaded on a 

Superdex 200 10/300 analytical gel filtration column (GE) connected to an Åkta Explorer 

FPLC system (GE). The column was equilibrated and run in the same buffer as that of 

the sample (100 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.4) at 4 °C. The proportions of the different species 

were determined by integration of the areas of the elution peaks using the GE 

UNICORN Evaluation package. 

3.2.4 Isothermal Calorimetry 

The heat of p53DBD binding to CypD was measured in a VP-ITC instrument 

(Micro-cal) at 25 °C in 100 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.4. 5 μM p53DBD was titrated to 500 nM 

CypD in 25 injections spaced across 130 seconds. 

3.2.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetry  

The melting temperature of 80 μM E.coli p53DBD was determined using a 

Microcal VP-DSC (MicroCal) in a cell volume of 0.52 ml. For each measurement, the 

samples were degassed for 30 minutes and the instrument recorded heat buffer blanks 

from 10-80 °C at the rate of 60 °C/hour followed immediately by cooling from 80-10 °C 

at the rate of 60 °C/hour in order to establish a thermal history as suggested by the 

manufacturer. Upon cooling to 10 °C, the buffer blanks were once again heated from 

10-80 °C, the buffer blank was aspirated at approximately 15 °C and the protein-

containing sample was injected while the instrument remained in-cycle as 

recommended by the manufacturer. The following heating cycle was continued followed 
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by one cooling cycle. This was repeated for each buffer and the pressure was always 

set to 2 pounds per square inch (PSI). Data analysis was performed with MicroCal 

Origin software [280].  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 The expression source of p53 affects its ability to interact with CypD 

Until this point, the standard biochemical assay to show an interaction between 

CypD and p53 was the pulldown assay where CypD was expressed as a GST fusion 

protein and immobilized on glutathione beads. These beads were then exposed to 

mammalian cell lysates from HCT116 cells or mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) to 

pulldown CypD-binding proteins. The pulldown, being the hallmark experiment to test 

for p53 binding to CypD, was among the first experiments attempted upon successful 

expression and purification of E.coli p53DBD. Surprisingly, no pulldown of E.coli 

p53DBD by CypD could be detected (Figure 3.1). 
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In parallel to the standard pulldown assays, an established CypD activity assay 

was available which tracks the CypD-driven catalysis of cis-trans isomerization of a 

CypD substrate peptide 2-aminobenzoyl-Ala-Phe-Pro-Phe-4-nitroanilide (Abz-AFPF-

pNA), as described in the general methods [281]. The peptide is stored in an anhydrous 

solution (50 mM LiCl in 2,2,2-trifuloroethanol) where it maintains the cis conformation 

about the proline bond bringing the fluorophore 2-aminobenzoyl into close proximity of  

the 4-nitroanilide quencher. When the peptide is diluted into an aqueous buffer (50 mM 

NaH2PO4 pH 7.4 + 5 mM DTT) it isomerizes to form the trans conformation which 

moves the 2-aminobenzoyl away from the 4-nitroanilide quencher and an increase in 

fluorescence at 412 nm (excitation 312 nm) can be monitored. CypD, catalyzes the cis-

trans isomerization rate. This assay was initially developed by collaborators Franz 

Schmidt and Philipp Schmidpeter at the University of Bayreuth, Germany. We expected 

Figure 3.1 E.coli p53DBD is 
not pulled down by GST-
CypD. While full-length, 
endogenous p53 from WT 
HCT116 cells, labeled in red, 
can be pulled down by GST-
CypD, in a CsA dependent 
manner, as expected and 

previously shown [2]. 
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that p53DBD could be an inhibitor or substrate of CypD and therefore compete with the 

Abz-AFPF-pNA peptide. CypD and p53DBD had both been successfully expressed and 

purified by both the Schmidt and Seeliger labs. To ensure one particular expression or 

purification wasn’t to blame for lack of binding by pulldown, CypD activity assays were 

performed using each protein from each expression source; that is CypD and E.coli 

p53DBD purified by Philipp Schmidpeter (PS) and by Zachariah Foda (ZF) individually 

as can be seen in Figure 3.2 where the initials indicate purification source of each 

protein. It is clear that both purifications of CypD catalyze the isomerization of Abz-

AFPF-pNA peptide and that addition of E.coli p53DBD from either source inhibit 

isomerization of Abz-AFPF-pNA by CypD indicating an interaction between CypD and 

p53DBD. 
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Having what appeared to be an indication of an interaction between CypD and 

E.coli p53DBD, and while troubleshooting the pulldown assays, additional attempts at 

biophysical characterization of the CypD and E.coli p53DBD interaction were made at 

this point. The hypothesized model was still one where p53 forms a stable interaction 

with CypD. One simple experiment attempted was to use analytical gel filtration to 

compare chromatograms of CypD alone, p53DBD alone and CypD incubated with E.coli 

p53DBD. It would be expected that if a stable complex between CypD and E.coli 
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Figure 3.2: E.coli p53DBD Inhibits CypD-catalysis of Abz-AFPF-pNA Isomerization. CypD 
purified by both PS and ZF have the expected catalytic activity toward Abz-AFPF-pNA peptide. 
Addition of E.coli p53DBD to CypD purified by either PS or ZF inhibits CypD catalysis of Abz-AFPF-
pNA peptide indicating an interaction between CypD and p53DBD. E.coli p53DBD alone does not 
affect the isomerization rate of Abz-AFPF-pNA peptide as expected. Data from 3 independent 
replicas, mean +/- SD are shown 
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p53DBD was forming, the physically larger complex would elute at an earlier fraction 

than each of the other proteins on their own [282]. However, after incubating CypD with 

E.coli p53DBD and sending the expected complex through the analytical size exclusion 

column (buffer: 100 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.4), the chromatogram failed to show any higher 

molecular weight species indicative of a CypD E.coli p53DBD complex; rather the 

proteins eluted at the respective individual fractions (Figure 3.3). 

 

 
 
 
 

 

To ensure that the proteins were properly folded, thermal denaturation of E.coli 

p53DBD, and CypD, was performed while monitoring intrinsic protein fluorescence, with 

excitation at 280 nm and collection of the emission spectrum between 300-400 nm 

(buffer: 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT) [283]. Both CypD and E.coli 

p53DBD were found to be folded and the melting temperature (Tm) of E.coli p53DBD 

(42 °C) was similar to that previously reported in the literature [215] (Figure 3.4). 

Figure 3.3 Chromatogram of analytical gel filtration of E.coli p53DBD alone in blue, CypD alone 
in purple and CypD incubated with E.coli p53DBD in grey. It is clear that no distinct, higher 
molecular weight, peak appears which would indicate a stable CypD-p53DBD complex as would have 
been expected and indicated in red. Instead, incubation of CypD with E.coli p53DBD leads only to 
each protein eluting at its own respective molecular weight and not in a complex as indicated in grey. 
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Furthermore, to fully ensure that the correct protein had been expressed and 

purified, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry [284] 

was employed to validate the masses of CypD and E.coli p53DBD proteins. The 

experimentally determined masses closely matched the calculated mass for each 

protein confirming that the correct proteins had been purified (Figure 3.5). Having 

established that both E.coli p53DBD and CypD were purified at the expected mass and 

that both proteins were folded, a more sensitive and exhaustive set of biophysical 

Figure 3.4 Thermal denaturation of CypD and E.coli p53DBD in 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 100 mM 
NaCl, 5 mM DTT. The normalized intensity-weighted average emission spectrum upon thermal 
denaturation of 2 μM CypD is shown in red and 2 μM E.coli p53DBD is shown in black. These curves 

indicate that both proteins are folded at room temperature (approximately 25 °C or 298 K) and the Tm 

of E.coli p53DBD at 42 °C is consistent with previously published data also reporting a Tm of E.coli 
p53DBD at 42 °C [215]. 
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experiments were employed in attempt to identify any indication of E.coli p53DBD 

binding to CypD or conversely CypD binding to E.coli p53DBD. 

Firstly, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was attempted by measuring the 

heat of binding upon titration of 300 L E.coli p53DBD at 5 μM to 2.2 mL of 500 nM 

CypD (buffer: 100 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.4). In brief, ITC measures the amount of energy it 

takes to maintain the temperature of a sample cell containing your protein sample to a 

reference cell [285]. Titration of a binding partner to the sample cell will cause either a 

small exothermic or endothermic reaction upon binding. If the reaction is exothermic, 

the ITC instrument will need to input less energy to maintain the sample cell 

temperature. If the reaction is endothermic, the ITC instrument will need to input more 

energy to maintain the sample cell temperature. By monitoring the energy required to 

maintain the sample cell temperature throughout the titration of a binding partner, the 

free energy of binding and dissociation constants can be calculated. However, in the 

case of titrating E.coli p53DBD to CypD, no changes in the heat of binding could be 

detected indicating that E.coli p53DBD did not bind to CypD (Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.5 MALDI mass spectrum of CypD and E.coli p53DBD a) CypD with a calculated mass of 
17,858.3 Da and observed mass of 17,852.3 Da and b) E.coli p53DBD with a calculated mass of 

24,963.2 Da and observed mass of 24,963.85 Da indicating that both proteins were correctly purified 
with the expected masses. 
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Another robust assay commonly used in the Seeliger lab to detect protein-protein 

or protein-ligand binding is titration fluorescence anisotropy [286]. In general, anisotropy 

monitors the tumbling of a fluorescently labeled ligand in solution which by itself tumbles 

at a certain rate that slows upon binding of a target protein due to the increased size of 

the complex upon binding [287]. Here, CypD was titrated to 1 μM FITC-labeled (as 

described in Chapter 3 methods, section 3.2.1) E.coli p53DBD and the anisotropy of 

FITC-E.coli p53DBD was monitored. Consistent with previous observations, no change 

in fluorescence anisotropy of E.coli p53DBD could be detected indicating once more 

that no binding event was occurring Figure 3.7. 

Figure 3.6 Isothermal titration calorimetry of 5 μM E.coli p53DBD to 500 nM CypD. a) Monitoring 
the change in heat input upon 25 injections of E.coli p53DBD to CypD over 120 minutes. It can 
clearly be seen that no systematic change occurs over the course of the titration indicating no ligand 
saturation and no binding of E.coli p53DBD to CypD. b) The energy of binding of E.coli p53DBD 

titrated to CypD does not change as the molar ratio of E.coli p53DBD to CypD increases indicating 
that no binding event occurs. 
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In a final attempt to detect any indication of CypD binding to E.coli p53DBD, 

NMR was employed by recording the 1H, 15N heteronuclear single quantum coherence 

(HSQC) spectrum of 15N isotopically labeled CypD upon titration of molar excess E.coli 

p53DBD. The 1H, 15N HSQC spectrum is commonly employed to primarily monitor the 

chemical shifts of backbone amides of individual residues, with the exception of proline, 

on a 15N isotopically labeled protein. Upon binding of ligands or changes in the structure 

of the 15N-labeled protein, the chemical environment of the backbone nuclei change 

which results in a detectable change the chemical shift NMR signal [288]. Since the 

backbone peaks of substrate-free (apo) CypD have already been assigned (Biological 

Magnetic Resonance Bank [BMRB] accession number 7310 [278]), it is comparatively 

easy to transfer the peak assignments to the 1H, 15N HSQC spectrum of CypD acquired 

by us and monitor the relative changes in chemical shifts upon titration of E.coli 

p53DBD. The NMR peak assignment allows us to attribute each NMR signal to the 
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Figure 3.7 Fluorescence anisotropy of 1 μM FITC-E.coli p53DBD upon titration of CypD. There is 

no observable change in anisotropy of the FITC-labeled target E.coli p53DBD upon addition of CypD 
indicating that there is no binding of CypD to E.coli p53DBD. 
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originating amino acid. Changes in the NMR spectrum (for example upon ligand 

binding) can then be rationalized on the protein sequence and structure. The 1H, 15N 

HSQC spectrum of apo 250 μM CypD was recorded followed by the addition of 0.6, 1.0 

and 2.0 molar excesses of E.coli p53DBD (buffer: 50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.4, 1 mM DTT, 

10 % D2O). Unfortunately, no CypD chemical shifts could be observed once again 

indicating that there was no binding of E.coli p53DBD to CypD (Figure 3.8 a-d). As a 

positive control, 2 molar equivalents of CsA was added to the NMR sample already 

containing 15N CypD and 2 molar equivalents of E.coli p53DBD. Upon addition of CsA, 

distinct chemical shifts on CypD could be detected; indicating that CsA successfully 

bound to CypD (Figure 3.8 e). Mapping the statistically significant chemical shift 

changes onto the structure of CypD bound to CsA (PDB: 2Z6W) highlights the CypD 

residues involved in binding CsA. Binding residues localize to the active site of CypD as 

would be expected from the crystal structure of CypD and CsA (Figure 3.8 f). 
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Figure 3.8 1H, 15N HSQC spectrum of 
CypD and E.coli p53DBD a) apo CypD 
(black) and b) with the addition of 0.6 

molar equivalents of E.coli p53DBD 
(yellow), c) equimolar amounts of E.coli 
p53DBD (blue) and d) 2.0 molar 
equivalent excess of E.coli p53DBD 
(red). It is clear that titration of E.coli 
p53DBD to 15N CypD has no effect on 
the CypD chemical shift peaks 
indicating that no binding is occurring. 
e) 1H, 15N HSQC spectrum of CypD in 
the presence of 2 molar equivalent 
excess E.coli p53DBD (red) to which 2 
molar equivalent of CsA is added (teal). 
Chemical shift perturbations can clearly 
be seen indicating successful binding of 
CsA to CypD as would be expected. f) 
Mapping of significant CypD chemical 
shift perturbations onto the crystal 
structure of CypD bound to CsA upon 
NMR titration of CsA to 15N CypD. 
Active site residues that participate in 
binding to CypD according to the crystal 
structure are primarily perturbed as 
would be expected. 
 

CypD Bound to CsA 
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Having gathered no biophysical evidence that E.coli p53DBD binds to CypD, the 

original CypD peptide-isomerization activity assay was revisited where the original 

interpretation inferred that inhibition of CypD activity by E.coli p53DBD meant a direct 

interaction by binding of the two proteins. An additional set of proteins and peptides 

were included to see if inhibition of CypD activity was specific to p53DBD or if any 

proline-containing protein or peptide could have a similar effect. Indeed, I found that not 

only E.coli p53DBD inhibited CypD activity toward its fluorescent substrate peptide as 

would be expected of a CypD binding protein, but also unrelated, purified, proline-

containing proteins and peptides available in lab that would not be expected to bind to 

CypD including; Src-kinase domain, and SH3 ligand peptide (sequence: 

KKAEEEIYGEFGGGGGGRPLPSPPKFG [289]) also inhibited CypD activity. However, 

the Src-optimal substrate peptide RS1 (sequence: AEEEIYGEFAKKK [290], [291]) 

which does not contain any prolines did not affect the activity of CypD (Figure 3.9) and 

does not bind to CypD by fluorescence anisotropy (data not shown). These results 

suggest that the fluorescence peptide isomerization assay, while a good measure of 

CypD catalytic activity, is not an appropriate indicator of specific p53 binding to CypD. 
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Table 3.1 Sequence of peptides used in CypD activity assays. Proline residues are highlighted in 
bold. 

Peptide Sequence 

SH3-ligand peptide KKAEEEIYGEFGGGGGGRPLPSPPKFG 

RS1 peptide AEEEIYGEFAKKK 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Having gathered no biophysical evidence for CypD binding to E.coli p53DBD, the 

same construct of p53DBD (residues 94-312) was cloned into a baculoviral expression 

system for purification of p53DBD from insect (SF9) cells. The rationale for using an 

SF9 expression system was that large quantities of purified protein are required in order 
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Proline-containing Peptides Inhibit CypD-catalysis of 
Abz-AFPF-pNA Peptide Isomerization

Figure 3.9 CypD peptide isomerization activity monitored in the presence of E.coli p53DBD as 
well as proteins and peptides not normally expected to bind to CypD. 1 μM of any proline-
containing protein or peptide including E.coli p53DBD, Src and SH3-ligand peptide inhibit the activity 
of 500 nM CypD while RS1 peptide which does not contain any prolines has no effect on the activity of 
CypD. 
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to perform many of the employed biophysical experiments such as NMR and purifying 

p53 from mammalian cells would be too costly. Perhaps one reason no interaction 

between CypD and E.coli p53DBD could be detected is that E.coli bacteria might lack 

the appropriate post-translational modifications necessary for p53 to bind to CypD. SF9 

cells have the ability to post-translationally modify proteins, whereas E.coli cannot. 

These PTMs may affect the folding of p53 or may be required for CypD binding. 

Furthermore, SF9 cells contain many protein-folding chaperones that E.coli do not 

which could in turn lead to differential folding of p53 protein when compared to E.coli. 

Since a robust expression and purification system had already been established in the 

lab, it was decided to see if p53DBD from SF9 cells would now be able to bind to CypD. 

After successful expression and purification of SF9 p53DBD, the classical pulldown 

experiment showed that indeed, SF9 p53DBD behaved like mammalian protein by 

CypD-pulldown, and therefore in contrast to E.coli p53DBD, which consistently was not 

observed among the CypD-pulldown fraction (Figure 3.10).  
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Having established through the pulldown experiments that indeed an interaction 

between SF9 p53DBD and CypD existed, additional experiments then went on to show 

that the CypD interaction with SF9 p53DBD is not a classical protein-protein binding 

interaction where a stable protein-protein complex is formed, as would have been 

expected. Rather, the CypD interaction with SF9 p53DBD seems to be a transient 

substrate – enzyme interaction that ultimately leads to irreversible aggregation of SF9 

p53DBD and is dependent on CypD activity. The details of these additional findings are 

discussed in Chapter 4. The remaining sections in Chapter 3 serve to detail some 

additional biophysical methods used to compare and contrast p53DBD protein from the 

two, expression sources, E.coli and SF9, which behave very differently in vitro. 

Figure 3.10 CypD pulldown of purified commercial WT full-length (FL) p53, SF9 p53DBD and 
E.coli p53DBD. CypD is able to pulldown both commercial WT FL p53 as well as SF9 p53DBD as 

indicated by green arrows but not E.coli p53DBD as indicated by red X which is consistent with 
previous observations. 
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3.3.2 The expression source of p53 affects the stability of the protein 

One early observation while working with SF9 p53DBD was the relative ease at 

which the protein would precipitate during normal handling as compared to E.coli 

p53DBD protein. SF9 p53DBD was more sensitive to freeze-thaw, nearly each thawing 

cycle produced some aggregation. Similarly, it was observed that during side-by-side 

dialysis of SF9 and E.coli p53DBD into 50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.4 + 5 mM DTT that 

considerable white precipitate would form in the SF9 p53DBD dialysis tubing while little 

to none was seen for the E.coli p53DBD protein. The propensity for SF9 p53DBD to 

aggregate was observed in multiple protein purifications and led to the question of 

whether or not the SF9 p53DBD protein was intrinsically less thermodynamically stable 

than its E.coli counterpart. I determined the thermodynamic stability of p53 in 

equilibrium urea denaturation experiments monitored by protein fluorescence. The 

stability of E.coli p53DBD was -5.91 kcal/mol, the stability of SF9 p53DBD was -3.78 

kcal/mol, corresponding to ∆∆G of 2.18 kcal/mol. Our determined thermodynamic 

stability of E.coli p53DBD is in close agreement with previously published data which 

determined the thermodynamic stability of E.coli p53DBD to be ∆G = -5.96 kcal/mol 

[215]. Most small proteins have a thermodynamic stability of approximately 5-15 

kcal/mol at 25 °C which suggests E.coli p53DBD has only moderate thermodynamic 

stability at 25 °C that would be further decreased at 37 °C [215], [280]. By comparison, 

the decrease in thermodynamic stability (∆∆G) of -2.18 kcal/mol between SF9 and E.coli 

p53DBD proteins at 25 °C, is a decrease on the same order of magnitude of some 

known p53DBD cancer mutant proteins, which are known to be structurally distorted or 

globally unfolded [215]. For example, p53DBD cancer mutants R175H and C242S have 
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decreases in ∆∆G of -3.01 kcal/mol and -2.94 kcal/mol respectively, when compared to 

WT p53DBD, and both mutant proteins are known to be <50 % folded at 37 °C [215], 

[229]. Mutant p53DBD proteins R248Q and R249S have milder structural distortions 

(approximately 85 % folded at 37 °C) and their ∆∆G decreases are -1.94 kcal/mol and -

1.95 kcal/mol, respectively, when compared to WT p53DBD [215], [229]. The ∆∆G 

decrease of SF9 p53DBD protein, compared to E.coli p53DBD, falls into this range of 

known structurally destabilized p53 cancer mutant proteins. This implies that despite 

being WT, the structure of SF9 p53DBD protein is likely to be intrinsically destabilized 

due to either differential folding of the protein in SF9 cells or the presence of a PTM. 

These findings support the hypothesis that mitochondrial p53 needs to be structurally 

destabilized or partially unfolded in order to become a CypD substrate and aggregate. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, proteins that enter the mitochondria require refolding and 

may employ a number of chaperone proteins in order to successfully do so. Paired with 

our evidence that CypD only interacts with SF9 p53DBD which is thermodynamically 

destabilized, it is possible that a similar requirement of p53 structural destabilization is 

also required in the mitochondria to facilitate interaction with CypD. 
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One of the motivations behind expressing p53 in SF9 cells was to evaluate the 

role of potential post-translational modifications on the ability of p53 to interact with 

CypD. To probe for PTMs, a sample of 15N-labeled E.coli p53DBD and SF9 6xHIS-

p53DBD were submitted for MALDI mass spec analysis. 15N labeled E.coli p53DBD and 

6x-HIS affinity tagged SF9 p53DBD were used in order to more easily distinguish the 

masses of each protein and peptide fragments generated during the experiment. 

Analysis of the MALDI mass spectrum showed that E.coli p53DBD had one sharp, 

homogenous, peak of the expected size while the SF9 6xHIS-p53DBD protein had a 

much weaker and broader peak which would indicate a heterogeneous population of 

protein and potential PTMs though no obvious PTMs could be identified in this analysis 

(Figure 3.12). 

Figure 3.11 Urea denaturation of p53DBD purified from a) E.coli or b) SF9 cells. The 
thermodynamic stability of E.coli p53DBD is -2.12 kcal/mol higher than SF9 p53DBD at 25 ⁰C, the 
same 2 µM concentration and in the same buffer which indicates that SF9 p53DBD is intrinsically 
thermodynamically less stable than the E.coli expressed p53DBD which may influence the ability of 
p53DBD to interact with CypD. 
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3.3.3 Detergents cause structural destabilization of p53DBD 

The standard SF9 protein purification protocol involves the use of 1 % Triton X-

100 for cell lysis and it was found during optimization of the protocol that protein yields 

could be increased by continuing to include 1 % Triton X-100 throughout the entire 

purification process as it reduced the amount of protein lost to precipitation. The use of 

1 % Triton X-100 was also consistent with the method for generating mammalian cell 

lysates and standard pulldown experiments. Given what had been learned about the 

decreased thermodynamic stability of SF9 p53DBD protein, it was questioned whether 

the addition of detergent had an additional effect on the thermodynamic stability of 

p53DBD protein. Unfortunately, Triton X-100 absorbs strongly at 280 nm making 

standard fluorescence-based assays impossible to carry out [292]. Furthermore, the 

hydrophobic tail of Triton X-100 binds to and sequesters standard reporter dyes such as 

Sypro Orange, which is commonly used to track protein unfolding by binding to 

hydrophobic residues, which become exposed upon protein denaturation [293], [294]. 

Figure 3.12 MALDI mass spectrum of E.coli p53DBD and SF9 6x-HIS p53DBD. E.coli p53DBD 
has one sharp, narrow, peak indicating a homogenous population of p53DBD protein at the expected 
mass. SF9 6x-HIS p53DBD has a lower and relatively broader peak indicating a heterogeneous 
population of p53DBD protein with potential PTM. 
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Two approaches were taken to circumvent this limitation. The first was to substitute 

Triton X-100 for another detergent, Tween-20, which does not absorb strongly at 280 

nm to get an indirect indication of the general effects of detergent of p53DBD stability 

using thermal and urea denaturation. The second approach was the use of differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) which does not depend on fluorescence and is compatible 

with Triton X-100 [295].  

Substitution of 1 % Triton X100 with merely 0.1 % Tween 20 significantly 

impacted the thermodynamic stability of E.coli p53DBD which was diminished from -

5.96 kcal/mol (buffer 50 mM NaH2PO4 + 5 mM DTT in the absence of 0.1% Tween 20) 

to -2.49 kcal/mol (Figure 3.13 a). Similarly, the melting temperature of E.coli p53DBD 

was decreased from 42 ⁰C to 39 ⁰C upon addition of 0.1 % Tween 20 to the same buffer 

(Figure 3.13 b). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.13 Denaturation of E.coli p53DBD in the presence of 0.1% Tween 20. a) Urea 

denaturation of 2 µM E.coli p53DBD in the presence of 0.1 % Tween 20 decreases the 
thermodynamic stability of p53DBD from -5.96 kcal/mol (previously reported) to -2.49 kcal/mol. b) 
Thermal denaturation of 2 µM E.coli p53DBD in the presence of 0.1 % Tween 20 decreases the 

melting temperature of p53DBD from 42 ⁰C (previously reported [215]) to 39 ⁰C. 
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Differential scanning calorimetry was used to determine the melting temperature 

of p53DBD in the presence of Triton X-100, due to the fact that the detergent absorbs 

strongly at 280 nm preventing fluorescence based methods, and sequesters reporter 

dye, which would otherwise bind hydrophobic residues of an unfolding protein. The 

general principal behind DSC is similar to ITC, as previously described before, but 

whereas with ITC the temperature remains constant while a substrate is titrated to its 

target, in DSC the cell contents remain constant while the temperature is varied. Similar 

to ITC, the instrument measures and compares the amount of energy it takes to 

maintain the temperature of a sample cell compared to a reference cell. But, whereas 

ITC remains at one temperature, DSC measures the energy required to heat a sample 

compared to its reference. For the purposes of determining the Tm of a protein sample, 

the reference is simply a buffer blank while the sample contains the same buffer and the 

protein of interest. Both cells are heated at a fixed rate and the amount of energy 

required to achieve the target temperature for each degree is monitored. Many phase 

transitions absorb heat: for example, heating 100 g of water from -5 °C to +5 °C requires 

more heat than heating the sample from 5 °C to 15 °C, because of the ice-liquid phase 

transition. Similarly, as a protein unfolds, a greater amount of energy will be required to 

heat the sample compared to its reference until it has fully unfolded, after which the 

amount of energy required to heat both samples will be the same. The Tm of the protein 

is determined by monitoring the specific heat capacity of the sample as a function of 

temperature. The specific heat needed for the phase transition (protein unfolding) 

increases near the transition and peaks at the melting temperature of the protein. It was 

found that indeed, the addition of Triton X-100 to 50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.4 + 5 mM DTT, 
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decreased the Tm of E.coli p53DBD from 45 ⁰C in the absence of detergent to 40 ⁰C in 

the presence of 1% Triton X-100 (Figure 3.14). Furthermore, the SF9 purification buffer, 

which also contains 1% Triton X-100 and is later used for NMR (Chapter 4), also 

brought down the Tm of E.coli p53DBD to 39 ⁰C. Addition of 0.1% Tween 20 to 50 mM 

NaH2PO4 pH 7.4 + 5 mM DTT had a marginal effect on the Tm of E.coli p53DBD as 

measured by DSC. The likely explanation for this inconsistency compared to the Tm 

determined using fluorescence based methods is the 40-fold increase in protein 

concentration, because 2 µM E.coli p53DBD was used for fluorescence assays 

compared to 80 µM E.coli p53DBD used for DSC. 2 µM and 10 µM E.coli p53DBD did 

not yield a detectable signal during thermal denaturation using DSC. In light of the 

higher concentrations needed to detect the phase transition of p53DBD unfolding, it is 

likely that the specific heat peak recorded reflects the temperature of aggregation rather 

than melting temperature of the protein, and this similar phenomenon has been 

described previously in the literature [215], [296]. This could also explain the 2 ⁰C 

increase in the Tm of E.coli p53DBD to 44 ⁰C from 42 ⁰C in the absence of detergents as 

measured by DSC compared to the fluorescence assays and would be consistent with 

the visually observed cloudiness of the sample upon completion of the experiment. 
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Taken together, both substitution of Triton X100 for Tween 20 and the DSC 

thermal denaturation of E.coli p53DBD in the presence of Triton X100, indicate that 

detergent decreases the thermodynamic stability of p53DBD. Considering that SF9 

p53DBD protein is intrinsically less thermodynamically stable than E.coli p53DBD and 

that its thermodynamic stability is further decreased by the presence of Triton X100. I 

therefore hypothesized that CypD interacts with p53 only when the protein is unfolded 

or partially unfolded as would likely be the case early upon translocation into the 

mitochondrial matrix. 

Figure 3.14 Melting temperatures 
of E.coli p53DBD measured by 
DSC and the effect of Triton X-100 
or Tween 20 detergents. The 
addition of Triton X100 appears to 
decrease the melting temperature of 
E.coli p53DBD indicating that the 
detergent may have an effect on the 
structural stability of p53DBD 
protein. Addition of 0.1 % Tween 20 
has an insignificant effect on the 
melting temperature of E.coli 
p53DBD as measured by DSC. This, 
along with the 2 ⁰C increase in Tm of 
E.coli p53DBD in the absence of 
detergents measured by DSC as 
compared to previously measured by 
fluorescence is likely due to the 
increased protein concentration 
necessary to detect a heat capacity 
signal. In turn, this suggests that the 
observed Tm is more reflective of the 
temperature of aggregation rather 

than melting temperature. 
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3.4 Discussion 

As discussed previously, p53 is very commonly mutated in many different 

cancers. Many of these mutations have dramatic effects on the structure and function of 

p53. While some mutations only mildly perturb the structure of the protein, some 

hyperstabilize the structure and others completely abolish the ability of p53 to fold. The 

recently discovered roles for p53 mediating apoptosis and necrosis from within the 

mitochondria beg the question as to what the folded state of p53 in the mitochondria 

might be. Little is known about p53 folding or lack of folding in the mitochondria 

especially under stressed conditions which drive translocation of p53 into the 

mitochondria in the first place. 

Previous work has shown that there is a distinct interaction between CypD and 

p53 in the mitochondria which ultimately leads to opening of the mPTP and cell death 

by necrosis [2]. The proposed mode of interaction between p53 and CypD was modeled 

after that of a classical protein-protein binding interaction where it was hypothesized 

that p53 bound-to and activated CypD, allowing for it to contribute to opening of the 

mPTP. However, extensive efforts to identify a stable complex between p53 and CypD, 

as presented in this chapter, were fruitless. My results support a different model where 

CypD transiently interacts with a structurally destabilized or partially unfolded p53 

protein rather than forming a stable complex with folded p53. Such an interaction is 

plausible as p53 needs to be refolded upon translocation into the mitochondrial matrix, 

and conventional roles of prolyl isomerase proteins such as CypD include chaperone-

like functions to help facilitate folding or activation of their target substrates through cis-

trans prolyl isomerization [297]. Thus far, it can be hypothesized that CypD binds to an 
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unstructured region of p53 yet the events to follow are still unknown. As discussed in 

the introduction, the minimal construct of p53 that can be pulled down by CypD in 

classic pulldown assays has been mapped to p53 residues 80-220 located at the N-

terminus of the p53DBD. The minimal construct (residues 80-220) lacks the central beta 

sheet (Figure 1.2, labeled in black) and it is therefore very unlikely that this minimal 

construct would be folded. Since p53 is already marginal stable and individual point 

mutations can effectively unfold the protein, it is unlikely, that removal of a central beta-

sheet could be tolerated and yield folded protein.  

As was shown by comparison of the minimal functional domain of p53, the DNA 

binding domain, expressed in either E.coli or SF9 insect cells, only the 

thermodynamically destabilized p53DBD protein from SF9 cells is able to interact with 

CypD, while the more structurally stable E.coli p53DBD protein does not interact with 

CypD in any attempted biophysical assay. Moreover the presence of detergents, 

specifically Triton X-100, is also shown to be thermodynamically destabilizing to 

p53DBD protein which is consistent with previous biochemical experiments, such as the 

CypD pulldown assays, that were conducted in the presence of Triton X-100 [2]. The 

conclusions of these experiments motivate additional biophysical characterization of the 

CypD interaction with SF9 p53DBD in order to better understand how p53 could be 

activating CypD to open the mPTP leading to subsequent necrosis. The outcomes of 

that biophysical characterization and resulting new model for p53 activation of CypD are 

detailed in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4: p53-mediated mitochondrial permeability transition is 

suppressed by the mitochondrial chaperone Trap1 

 

 

Work in this chapter is credited to several people: 

 

Ivan Lebedev designed, performed and analyzed all of the biochemical and biophysical 

experiments. 

Dr. Michael Tong helped perform and analyze the NMR experiments. 

Dr. Alice Nemajerova helped carry out and analyze pulldown assays. 

Maja Kornaj helped with protein denaturation and CypD activity assays. 

Dr. Franz Schmidt and Dr. Philipp Schmidpeter designed the CypD activity assay and 

helped with data interpretation and writing feedback. 

Dr. Markus Seeliger and Dr. Ute Moll advised the design, techniques and analysis of the 

biochemical experiments. 
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4.1 Introduction 

 Ischemia/Reperfusion (IR) injury can cause irreversible tissue damage and 

necrosis in vital organs such as brain (ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke) and heart 

(myocardial infarction), and reperfusion injury is a leading cause of permanent disability 

and death worldwide [14]. Ischemia/Reperfusion injury leads to increased intracellular 

concentrations of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and increased cytosolic Ca2+ influx 

into the mitochondrial matrix [298]. Together, these events lead to dissipation and 

collapse of the actively maintained electrochemical proton gradient (∆Ψm) across the 

inner mitochondrial membrane due to the sudden opening of the mitochondrial 

permeability transition pore (mPTP) in the inner mitochondrial membrane. The mPTP is 

an elusive non-selective pore for small solutes and water that is impermeable under 

normal physiological conditions but opens abruptly in response to prolonged oxidative 

stress, an event called mitochondrial permeability transition (mPT) [60], [298].  This 

causes ion influx that dissipates ∆Ψm and shuts down oxidative phosphorylation and 

ATP production, ending in catastrophic energetic failure [60]. Concomitantly, water 

influx causes matrix swelling, rupture of the rigid outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM) 

and release of all sequestered cell death factors from the intermembranous space. 

Recent studies identified several key players involved in mitochondrial permeability 

transition. They include the central regulatory protein cyclophilin D (CypD, gene name 

PPIF, UniProt: P30405, PDB: 2Z6W, not to be confused with the larger 40 kD nuclear 

and cytosolic CypD otherwise known as CyP40), an exclusively mitochondrial matrix 

prolyl-isomerase whose enzymatic activity is essential to trigger mPT [8]–[10] , and the 

stress sensor p53 (TP53) under conditions of oxidative damage [2]–[7].  Structural pore 
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components encompass the c-subunit ring [85], [299] and the oligomycin-sensitivity 

conferring protein (OSCP) [148] of the F1Fo-ATP synthase, and more recently the 

product of the Spastic Paraplegia 7 gene (SPG7) [300]. Despite these advances, the full 

assembly of the mPTP is not understood and more importantly, the mechanism by 

which pore opening is triggered remains unknown.  

 p53 is an extensively studied nuclear transcription factor that acts as a potent 

tumor suppressor by rapidly and broadly responding to DNA damage signals via 

activating genes involved in cell cycle arrest or senescence, DNA repair and apoptosis 

as effective anti-cancer mechanisms. Moreover, wildtype p53 protein has additional pro-

death functions directly at the mitochondria, including driving transcription-independent 

apoptosis [192].  

Recent work has shown that a fraction of stress-induced p53 protein translocates 

to mitochondria to interact with multiple members of the Bcl2 family and directly drive 

apoptosis through permeabilization of the outer mitochondrial membrane [191]. A long-

standing paradigm had been that p53 controls apoptosis but plays no role in necrosis. 

However, in response to oxidative stress Vaseva et al. recently established a necrotic 

mitochondrial p53 program, in addition to the well-characterized apoptotic mitochondrial 

p53 program [2]. The authors showed that upon hypoxia and oxidative stress, 

cytoplasmic p53 translocates into the mitochondrial matrix and participates in necrosis 

by triggering mPT through interaction with CypD [2]. Purified p53 protein opens the PTP 

pore in isolated mitochondria independent of Bax and Bak but dependent on CypD. 

Conversely, p53-/- MEFs are protected from oxidative stress-induced mPT and mPTP 

opening. Direct targeting of p53 to mitochondrial matrix induces mPT and necrosis in a 
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CypD-dependent manner, and oxidative stress- induced PTP opening and necrosis is 

largely transcription-independent. Intriguingly, a robust p53-CypD complex forms during 

mouse brain ischemia/reperfusion injury (stroke model). In contrast, reduction of p53 

levels or cyclosporine A pretreatment of mice prevents this complex and correlates with 

effective stroke protection [2]. However, details of the p53•CypD interaction and the 

mechanism by which p53 triggers opening of the mPTP have yet to be investigated. 

 The major event during ischemia/reperfusion injury leading to sudden collapse of 

mitochondrial function and energy catastrophe is the formation and prolonged opening 

of the mPTP following the insult by ROS and/or Ca2+. While it has been shown that the 

mPTP can be transiently opened and closed to serve as a physiologic Ca2+ release 

channel [301], it is the prolonged opening of the pore that is required for necrotic cell 

death [58]. The exact proteins that make up the mPTP have evaded researchers for 

over two decades and the only genetically proven and consistently indispensable 

component has been the obligatory regulatory factor CypD [8]–[10]. Genetic deletion of 

CypD [79], [151], [152] or inhibition of CypD with the highly specific pan-cyclophilin 

inhibitor cyclosporine A (CsA) [2], [150] prevents mPTP opening and mPT in vivo. It is 

thought that the structural pore component of the mPTP itself is composed of the c-

subunit ring of the F1Fo-ATP synthase [299] and that CypD binds distally to the OSCP 

subunit of the F1Fo-ATP synthase [85]. Binding of CypD to OSCP is hypothesized to 

increase the PTP’s apparent affinity for Ca2+, in turn sensitizing the pore to opening [58].  

 Over 1500 different proteins can be found in mammalian mitochondria [302]. 

However, the mitochondrial genome only harbors 13 protein-coding genes [258], 

indicating that the vast majority of mitochondrial proteins including p53 and CypD are 
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encoded in the nucleus and imported from the cytosol. As such, mitochondria heavily 

depend on chaperone proteins to maintain proper protein-folding homeostasis [303]. 

These mitochondrial chaperones are also regulators of mitochondrial permeability 

transition, contributing to a cytoprotective chaperone network that antagonizes CypD-

dependent cell death [12], [269], [273], [276], [304]. Conversely, and consistent with this 

vital role, mitochondrial chaperones are involved in the mitochondrial unfolded protein 

response (mtUPR) [305] that is triggered by a variety of mitochondrial stressors 

including ROS [306]. Of note, both CypD and p53 interact with members of the mtUPR 

including mitochondrial mtHSP60 [269], [270], mtHSP90 [272] and the mitochondrial 

HSP90 homologue Trap1 [12]. These interactions beckon the question of whether or not 

mitochondrial chaperones may also be involved in p53-mediated mPT. 

 To better understand the mechanism how p53 is involved in oxidative stress-

induced opening of the mPTP, complementary biophysical methods were employed 

here to explore the p53•CypD interaction. NMR and biochemical methods were used to 

identify catalytic CypD residues directly involved in aggregation of p53. Two assays 

were developed to monitor the aggregation of p53 in a CypD activity-dependent manner 

in vitro. We explored the nature of the insoluble p53 aggregates formed by interaction 

with CypD using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). To explore the involvement 

of Trap1 in p53-mediated mPT, mitochondrial calcein retention assays were used to 

directly monitor opening of the mPTP in WT, p53-/- and CypD-/- MEFs by FACS in the 

presence or absence of H2O2 stress and gamitrinib, a specific Trap1 inhibitor. We find 

that CypD causes aggregation of p53 into amyloid-like fibrils and that inhibition of Trap1 

sensitizes cells to mPT in a p53-dependent manner. This suggests that stress-imported 
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matrix p53 is responsible for modulating mPT by cooperating with members of the 

mtUPR, possibly activating CypD by its competitive displacement from chaperone 

interaction.  

4.2 Methods 

The work in this chapter employs some of the general methods described in 

chapter 2 including expression and purification of CypD and p53DBD from both E.coli 

and SF9 sources, urea denaturation assays, thermal denaturation assays, pulldown 

assays, CypD activity assays and NMR.  

4.2.1 Co-aggregation assays 

p53 co-aggregation assays follow the same protocol as standard pulldown 

assays with the addition of an additional condition containing bead-bound GST in the 

presence of soluble CypD (not the GST-CypD fusion). 

4.2.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy images of p53DBD aggregates were obtained 

by letting aggregates of the different conditions settle on a copper grid for 30 seconds, 

wicking away remaining buffer followed by negative staining with 2% uranyl acetate. 

Images were taken on a Tecnai BioTwinG2 microscope (FEI). 

4.2.3 Calcein Retention Assay 

Mitochondrial permeability transition pore opening was assessed using the 

calcein assay with CoCl2 quenching (LifeTechnologies) where loss of calcein 

fluorescence directly indicates opening of the mPTP. Where specified, MEFs were pre-

treated with 0.4 mM H2O2 for 8 hr in the absence or presence of 2 μM CsA as 

previously described [2] and the absence or presence of 10 μM Gamitrinib. The cells 
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were labeled with calcein for 30 min at 37 °C in Hanks’ balanced salt solution with 10 

mM Hepes pH 7.4 and 0.1 μM calcein as described [197]. Fluorescence was detected 

by an EMD Millipore Amnis FlowSight Imaging Flow Cytometer using the 

manufacturer’s instructions and the supplied IDEAS analysis software. The fluorescent 

signal was normalized to CoCl2 bleached, unstressed untreated cells as maximum 

signal. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 NMR slow exchange behavior reveals that catalytic CypD residues are 

responsible for p53 aggregation 

We previously showed by pulldown of GST-tagged proteins and co-

immunoprecipitation experiments that p53 and CypD interact in mouse embryonic 

fibroblasts (MEFs), human HCT116 colon cancer cell lines and in acutely infarcted 

mouse brain tissue [2]. Mapping experiments by using a truncation series of p53 

proteins in pulldown experiments with CypD showed that CypD interacts with p53 

residues 80-220, corresponding to the N-terminal portion of the DNA Binding Domain of 

p53 (p53DBD, residues 94-312) [2]. To further characterize the interaction and identify 

the key residues of CypD responsible for interacting with p53DBD, we compared the 

chemical shift changes of isotopically-labeled CypD, recombinantly expressed and 

purified from E.coli, upon addition of unlabeled baculoviral p53DBD purified from Sf9 

cells using 1H- 15N HSQC NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.1 a-b). Since NMR chemical 

shifts are sensitive to changes in the chemical environment, chemical shift perturbations 

can be used to determine the binding interface. Upon addition of p53DBD to 15N-CypD, 
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NMR crosspeaks shifted, peaks split and new crosspeaks emerged (summarized in 

Figure 4.1 a-b) due to the effect that p53DBD binding has on CypD (Figures 4.2 a-c).  

  

Figure 4.1 NMR reveals CypD 
active site residues required 
for interaction with p53. a) 1H, 
15N HSQC spectra containing 50 
μM isotopically labeled CypD in 
the presence of 100 μM 
p53DBD at 25 °C. Doubling of 
peaks indicates slow exchange 
behavior characteristic of a 
dynamic protein-protein 
interaction. Key active-site 
residues are highlighted and 
enlarged. b) Map of the 
significant chemical shift 
perturbations (>2 standard 
deviations) and residues 
participating in slow-exchange 
behavior colored in the structure 
of CypD (PDB:2Z6W). c) 
Pulldown of endogenous 
wildtype p53+/+ from H2O2-
stressed and unstressed 
HCT116 cells by wildtype (WT) 
CypD and the CypD active-site 
mutants R55A, F60A, F113A 
and W121A expressed as GST-
fusion proteins and immobilized 
on glutathione 
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  Figure 4.2 1H, 15N 
HSQC spectrum at 
25 °C of a) apo CypD 
in 20 mM Tris pH8, 
0.25 mM KCl, 0.05 

mM β-ME, 0.1 M 

Imidazole, 5% 
glycerol, 1% Triton X-
100, 10% D2O. b) apo 
CypD (blue) and 
CypD + 2eq SF9 
p53DBD (pink) in 20 
mM Tris pH8, 0.25 

mM KCl, 0.05 mM β-

ME, 0.1 M Imidazole, 
5% glycerol, 1% Triton 
X-100, 10% D2O. It 
can be seen that pink 
CypD in the presence 
of 2eq p53DBD peaks 
no longer perfectly 
overlap with blue 
CypD-alone peaks 
indicating that those 
residues are involved 
in interaction with 
p53DBD. Splitting of 
peaks indicates 
residues involved in 
slow-exchange 
behavior. c) A 
histogram of CypD 
CSP differences 
induced by 2eq SF9 
p53DBD indicates 
small subset of small 

perturbations. 
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These changes indicate slow-exchange behavior, characteristic of a dynamic 

process such as a proline cis-trans isomerization event [307], and are strikingly similar 

to that of the cytosolic pSer/pThr specific prolyl-isomerase Pin1 interacting with one of 

its substrates, Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP) [308]. Interestingly, Pin1 has been 

shown to also bind to p53 and to isomerize multiple sites on p53 [309], causing several 

downstream effects including dissociation of p53 from interacting proteins [310], 

translocation of p53 into the mitochondria [311], and stabilization and transcriptional 

activation of p53 [310], [312], [313]. These diverse interactions help highlight and 

motivate the importance of understanding the dynamic interactions between p53 and 

prolyl-isomerases such as CypD in this study.  Of note, upon completion of the 4-hour 

NMR experiment, we observed severe visible aggregation in the NMR tube. We found 

that p53DBD was quantitatively precipitated from the NMR sample, while no CypD was 

found among the aggregated fraction (Figure 4.3). To eliminate the possibility that 

p53DBD aggregation might be responsible for the observed CypD peak shifts, we 

repeated the experiment in the presence of 2 M urea to prevent aggregation. Under 

these conditions CypD remained folded and we again observed slow-exchange 

behavior including peak shifts, peak doubling, and the emergence of new peaks (Figure 

4.4).  However, no protein precipitation was observed in this condition, confirming that 

CypD was indeed interacting with soluble p53 and not with p53 aggregates. We tested 

the enzymatic activity of CypD in the presence or absence of 2 M urea using a 

fluorescent peptide cis/trans isomerization assay [281] which shows that the addition of 

2 M urea does not reduce the activity of CypD (Figures 4.5 a-b). A thermal shift assay 

tracking changes in intrinsic protein fluorescence upon heating was conducted on WT 
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CypD and CypD with the addition of 2 M urea to confirm that 2 M urea did not unfold 

CypD (Figure 4.6 a-b). Taken together, these results indicate that a dynamic interaction 

exists between CypD and p53DBD which leads to the aggregation of p53. 

 

Figure 4.3 Coomassie staining of 
mixed, soluble and precipitated 
fractions of NMR sample 1H, 15N 
HSQC spectrum of apo CypD + 2eq 
SF9 p53DBD from Figure 4.2 b. It can 
be seen that no p53DBD remains in 
solution after interaction with CypD and 
that CypD does not aggregate with 
p53DBD. 
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Figure 4.4 1H, 15N HSQC spectrum at 25 °C of apo CypD (blue) and CypD + 2eq SF9 p53DBD + 2 
M Urea (red) in 20 mM Tris pH8, 0.25 mM KCl, 0.05 mM β-ME, 0.1 M Imidazole, 5% glycerol, 1% 
Triton X-100, 10% D2O, 2 M Urea. It can be seen that red peaks (CypD in the presence of 2eq 

p53DBD) no longer perfectly overlap with blue CypD-alone peaks indicating that those residues are 
involved in interaction with p53DBD. Splitting of peaks indicates residues involved in slow-exchange 
behavior. The presence of 2 M urea prevented any visible aggregates from forming however the slow-
exchange behavior remains indicating that CypD does indeed interact dynamically with soluble 
p53DBD and not p53DBD aggregates as was observed in the absence of 2 M urea. 
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Figure 4.5 Activity of CypD in 2 M urea. a) AFPF peptide-isomerization activity of WT CypD in 50 
mM NaH2PO4+5 mM DTT compared to 50 mM NaH2PO4+5 mM DTT+2 M urea. b) Specific activity of 
WT CypD in the presence of 2 M urea. 

Figure 4.6 Thermal denaturation of CypD. a) 2 µM CypD in 50 mM NaH2PO4+5 mM DTT. b) 2 

µM CypD in 50 mM NaH2PO4 + 5 mM DTT + 2 M urea. 
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The NMR experiment also reveals that CypD active-site residues R55, F60 and 

F113, known to be involved in binding to the CypD inhibitor CsA [163], exhibit slow 

exchange behavior with p53. Similarly, CypD active-site residue W121, which is also 

part of the CsA binding site[163], showed a significant chemical cross-peak shift (Figure 

4.2 c). To validate the importance of these residues for p53 interaction, we individually 

mutated them to alanines and tested for pulldown of endogenous p53 from HCT116 

cells (Figure 4.1 c). Mutant proteins F60A and W121A had lost all ability to pull down 

p53, while R55A and F113A showed severely reduced ability to pull down p53. Next, we 

tested the enzymatic activity of CypD variants using a fluorescent peptide cis/trans 

isomerization assay [281]. We found that in contrast to CypD WT, the CypD active-site 

mutants R55A, F60A, F113A and W121A had completely lost isomerization activity 

(Figures 4.7 a-b) as would be expected for similar active site mutations described 

previously [314]. A thermal shift assay confirmed all CypD mutants were folded at room 

temperature (Figures 4.8 a-c). Since W121 is the sole tryptophan in CypD, making 

intrinsic protein fluorescence difficult to monitor, the fluorescence of the unfolding 

reporter dye Sypro Orange was used instead (Figure 4.9). 
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Figure 4.7 CypD activity assays with CypD active-site mutants R55A, F60A, F113A and W121A. 
a) AFPF peptide-isomerization activity of WT CypD compared to active site mutants F60A, F113A, 
R55A and W121A. It can be seen that all CypD mutants are inactive and can no longer catalyze the 
isomerization of AFPF peptide. These mutants also do not interact with p53 by pulldown (Figure 4.1 
c). b) Specific activity of WT CypD and CypD mutant proteins R55A, F60A, F113A, and W121A. 

Figure 4.8 Thermal denaturation of CypD active-site mutants determined from NMR. a) CypD 

mutant R55A has a Tm of 44.6 ⁰C. b) CypD mutant F60A has a Tm of 43.8 ⁰C. c) CypD mutant F113A 

has a Tm of 46.3 ⁰C. 
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4.3.2 p53 aggregates in the presence of active CypD 

In light of the propensity of p53 to form insoluble aggregates in the presence of 

CypD, a modified pulldown assay was designed. Previously, we immobilized GST-CypD 

on glutathione beads as the bait to capture soluble p53. However, in this scenario, it is 

impossible to distinguish p53 that has bound to and is pulled down by CypD from 

insoluble p53 aggregates that sediment together with the glutathione beads. To 

understand whether or not the pulldown was a binding event or p53 was aggregating 

and settling with glutathione beads as the NMR results suggested, we compared the 

initial pulldown condition, i.e. GST-CypD capturing soluble p53, to a control with soluble 

CypD instead of CypD immobilized on the glutathione beads. In the latter condition, one 

would expect that if CypD was binding p53, the soluble co-complex would be washed 

away in subsequent washing steps and we would not detect p53 in the pellet. However, 

if CypD was causing p53 to aggregate, we would be able to detect p53 in the pellet 

Figure 4.9 Thermal denaturation of 
CypD WT and mutant W121A 
monitored by changes in the 
fluorescence of Sypro Orange. 
Thermal denaturation of WT CypD in 
black, Tm = 50.9 °C and thermal 
denaturation of CypD W121A in red, Tm 
= 45.4 °C. 
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since the aggregates will sediment together with the glutathione beads. Indeed, CypD 

causes both highly purified full-length human p53 as well as recombinant Sf9 p53DBD 

to aggregate and sediment with the beads (Figure 4.10 a). Moreover, endogenous p53 

from H2O2-stressed and unstressed human HCT116 cells also aggregates and 

sediments with the glutathione beads in the presence of soluble CypD, but fails to 

aggregate when CypD is inhibited by CsA (Figure 4.10 b). Taken together, these results 

indicate that CypD must be active to interact with p53. Moreover, enzymatically active 

CypD causes the formation of insoluble p53 aggregates even at the low concentrations 

of the pulldown assays.  

To better understand how the stability and folded state of p53DBD affects the 

interaction with CypD, we generated a set of common cancer-associated p53 missense 

mutations which were previously shown to be completely unstructured in the p53DBD at 

25 °C [215]. Mutant p53 proteins R175H, L194V, R248Q, R249S, R273H and R282P 

were expressed in p53-/- HCT cells in the absence of stress and standard biochemical 

pulldowns were performed (Figure 4.10 c). Structural destabilization of the p53DBD 

does not reduce p53’s ability to interact with CypD; on the contrary it appears to 

enhance it, indicating that p53 does not require a folded state in order to interact with 

CypD. Furthermore, the Sf9 p53DBD protein, which we show is insolubally aggregated 

by CypD, only posesses marginal thermodynamic stability (Figure 3.11 b, Table 4.1). 

Taken together, these results indicate that CypD interacts with an unstructured region of 

p53DBD which leads to insoluble aggregation. It should also be noted that the 

previously mapped p53 minimal construct (amino acids 80-220 [2]) that interacts with 

CypD by pulldown excludes three β-strands from the core of the p53DBD which would 
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be critical for proper folding of the protein (Figure 1.2). This supports the idea that CypD 

does not interact with a folded state of p53. 

 

 
  

Figure 4.10: p53 is aggregated by active CypD and sediments with beads in pulldown 
experiment. a) Co-precipitation of commercial WT full-length p53 and SF9 p53DBD by GST-CypD 
and soluble CypD (between dashed lines) in the presence of GST but not GST alone. Whether CypD 
is soluble (between dashed lines) or GST-CypD is immobilized on glutathione beads, commercially 
purified WT-full-length-p53 or recombinant SF9 p53DBD will co precipitate with the glutathione 
beads only in the presence of CypD. b) Co-precipitation of endogenous p53 from H2O2 stressed and 
unstressed HCT116 whole cell lysates by GST-CypD and soluble CypD in the presence of GST but 
not GST alone. Whether CypD is soluble or GST-CypD is immobilized on glutathione beads, 
endogenous WT-p53 from H2O2- stressed or unstressed HCT116 cells will co-precipitates with 
glutathione beads in the presence of CypD. c) Pulldown of common cancer-associated p53DBD 
missense mutant proteins. Mutant proteins R175H, R248Q, R249S and R273H are structurally 
destabilized [215] (Table 4.1), yet can be readily precipitated by CypD, indicating that proper folding 
of p53 is not required for interaction with CypD. 
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Table 4.1 Thermodynamic stability of p53DBD and common cancer-associated p53DBD mutant 
proteins. All indicated p53 mutant proteins from transfected p53-/- HCT cells are pulled down by CypD 

(Figure 4.10 2c) yet R175H, R248Q, R249S and R273H have previously been determined to be 
structurally destabilized [2] indicating that proper folding of p53 is not required for interaction with CypD. 
SF9 p53DBD is slightly structurally destabilized but interacts with CypD as shown by NMR (Figure 4.1 a-
b) and in aggregation assays (Figure 4.10 a). N/D indicates experiments that were not performed. The 
source of recombinant p53 is indicated in parenthesis. 
 

p53 Construct 

CypD 
Interaction 

(Source of 
Recombinant p53) 

∆G (kcal/mol) 
at 10 °C 

∆G (kcal/mol) 
At 25 °C 

p53DBD + (SF9) N/D -3.46 (SF9) 

p53DBD + (HCT116) N/D N/D 

p53DBD - (E.coli) -9.76 [215] (E.coli) -5.96 [215] (E.coli) 

R175H + (HCT116) -2.59 [215] (E.coli) N/D 

L194V + (HCT116) N/D N/D 

R248Q + (HCT116) -2.91 [215] (E.coli) N/D 

R249S + (HCT116) -3.09 [215] (E.coli) N/D 

R273H + (HCT116) -3.11 [215] (E.coli) N/D 

R282P + (HCT116) N/D N/D 

 

4.3.3 CypD causes p53 to self-aggregate into amyloid-like fibrils in vitro 

There has been extensive research into the formation of p53 amyloid-like, fibrillar 

self-aggregates brought on by stress or mutation [315]–[318]. It is thought that p53 

residues 252-258 within the p53DBD are highly aggregation prone and a recent study 

has shown that targeting this region with the small residue 252-258-derived peptide 

ReACp53 can prevent aggregation and amyloid formation of p53 in vivo [319], [320] . 

Thus, we investigated the nature of the p53DBD aggregates that were generated by 

CypD during our NMR experiments. It has been shown that thermal denaturation of 

p53DBD causes non-specific granular aggregation of p53DBD. In contrast, mild 

denaturation, such as the use of pressure, causes the formation of amyloid-like fibrils 

[315]. We generated p53DBD aggregates by either incubating 50 μM CypD with 100 μM 
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p53DBD overnight at 25 ⁰C, or by thermally unfolding 100 μM p53DBD at 55 ⁰C for 30 

minutes in the absence of CypD. Following negative staining of aggregates by 2% 

uranyl acetate, visualization by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed that 

p53DBD aggregates generated in the presence of CypD readily formed numerous 

elongated amyloid-like fibrillar structures, as well as non-specific granular aggregates 

(Figure 4.11 a-c and Figure 4.12 a-c). It is generally accepted that amyloid fibrils begin 

as diffuse aggregates that transform into more stable fibrillary forms with time, 

suggesting that the fibrils act as a slow kinetic trap [321], [322].  In contrast, thermally 

denatured p53DBD aggregates formed only non-specific large granular precipitates but 

no fibrillar amyloid-like structures, as expected (Figure 4.13a-b). As additional control, 

p53DBD that had been incubated overnight at 25 ⁰C in the absence of CypD formed 

some granular aggregates albeit to a lesser degree than thermally denatured p53DBD, 

and, importantly, no amyloid-like fibrils were detected (Figure 4.14 a-b). Finally, 

p53DBD was incubated overnight at 25 ⁰C with the catalytically dead CypD mutants 

F60A and W121A. Again, the degree of precipitation was much less than when p53DBD 

was incubated with WT CypD and importantly, no amyloid-like fibrils were observed 

(Figure 4.15 a-d). 
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Figure 4.11 TEM of p53DBD incubated with WT CypD ~16 hours at 25 ⁰C under conditions identical to 
NMR experiments, negative staining with 2% uranyl acetate. Red arrows indicate amyloid-like fibrils 
among large diffuse aggregates. a) Elongated fibrils at 30,000x magnification. b) Elongated fibrils at 68,000x 
magnification. c) Short, individual fibril at 98,000x magnification. 
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Figure 4.12 a-c) TEM of p53DBD incubated with WT CypD ~16 hours at 25 ⁰C under conditions identical to 
NMR experiments, negative staining with 2% uranyl acetate at different magnifications. Red arrows 

indicate amyloid-like fibrils among large diffuse aggregates. 
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Figure 4.13 a-c) TEM of p53DBD heat denatured 30 min at 55 ⁰C under conditions identical to NMR 
experiments, negative staining with 2% uranyl acetate at different magnifications. Only large densities of 
granular, non-specific, precipitate can be seen; no elongated amyloid-like fibrils. 

Figure 4.14 a-c) TEM of p53DBD incubated on its own for ~16 hours at 25 ⁰C under conditions identical to 
NMR experiments, negative staining with 2% uranyl acetate at different magnifications. Only granular, non-

specific, precipitate can be seen; no elongated amyloid-like fibrils. 
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Figure 4.15 a-d) TEM of p53DBD incubated with catalytically-dead CypD mutant proteins ~16 hours at 25 
⁰C under conditions identical to NMR experiments, negative staining with 2% uranyl acetate at different 
magnifications.. a-b) p53DBD incubated with CypD mutant protein F60A. c-d) p53DBD incubated with CypD 

mutant protein W121A. Markedly less granular, non-specific, precipitate can be seen compared to p53DBD in the 
presence of WT CypD or heat denatured p53DBD. Importantly, no elongated amyloid-like fibrils are present 
indicating that CypD activity is necessary to form p53DBD amyloid fibrils.  
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4.3.4 Inhibition of Trap1 sensitizes MEFs to mPT and mPTP pore opening in a p53-

dependent manner 

It has been shown that aggregation of p53 upregulates the expression of heat-

shock proteins including HSP70 [224], [323] and HSP90 [272], [320], [323], [324]. 

Inhibition of HSP70 using the small inhibitor pifithrin-µ prevents translocation of p53 into 

the mitochondria [214], [325], [326]. We and others have previously shown that hypoxic 

and other stress-induced mitochondrial p53 physically associates with the mitochondrial 

matrix-located protein import and folding chaperones mtHSP60 [2], [193], [269], [270] 

and mtHSP70 [2], [193], [222] (also known as GRP75, UniProtKB: P38646). 

Furthermore, we and others have shown that in order to prevent aggregation, mutant 

p53 in cancer cells forms a stable interaction with the cytosolic HSP90 chaperone [327] 

and that the HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG disrupts this complex [221], [222], [246], [272], 

[328]–[330]. Strikingly, the inhibitor gamitrinib, a specific mitochondria-targeted 17-AAG 

analogue, inhibits a mitochondrial HSP90 homologue, Trap1, as well as the 

mitochondrial pool of HSP90. This leads to sensitization of cells to mPTP opening in a 

CypD dependent manner [11]–[13]. Conversely, overexpression of Trap1 protects 

cardiomyocytes and rat brains from I/R injury and mPT [266], [273], [276]. Importantly, it 

has been demonstrated that CypD can form stable complexes with both HSP60 and 

Trap1 [12], [269].  

In order to understand the role of p53 in the context of Trap1-mediated protection 

from mPT, we performed calcein release assays in WT, p53-/- and CypD-/- MEFs using 

FACS. In this assay, healthy, mitochondria retain green fluorescence from calcein dye 

in the presence of the quencher CoCl2 which can only enter the mitochondria and 
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quench calcein fluorescence upon opening of the mitochondrial permeability transition 

pore. Experiments were performed in the presence or absence of H2O2 stress, with and 

without the selective Trap1 inhibitor Gamitrinib and in the presence or absence of the 

CypD inhibitor CsA (Figure 4.16). Inhibition of Trap1 in unstressed WT MEFs caused 

marked mPTP opening, and further addition of H2O2 stress caused WT MEFs to 

undergo complete mPT opening. As expected, no mPT could be detected in WT MEFs 

in the presence of the CypD inhibitor CsA or in CypD-/- MEFs under any condition 

(except for the positive control with the calcium ionophore ionomycin), confirming the 

role of CypD as an indispensable component of mPT and the mPTP. Importantly, 

however, inhibition of Trap1 only minimally sensitized p53-/- MEFs to mPTP, and 

addition of H2O2 stress failed to yield further sensitization.  These results indicate that 

p53 plays a major role in triggering mPT opening. Moreover, p53 acts through a novel 

mechanism involving Trap1, a member of the mitochondrial unfolded protein response 

(mtUPR) pathway. 
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4.4 Discussion 

There is a great interest in uncovering the full structural and functional details of 

the mitochondrial permeability transition pore, and particularly the regulation of this 

process. Modulation of the mPTP has been implicated as a therapeutic target for 

multiple diseases including ischemia-reperfusion injury [2], [60], Alzheimer dementia 

[10] and cancer [11]. Here we investigated the role of p53 in mPT, which in this context 

acts as an oxidative stress signaling molecule locally in the mitochondrial matrix. Our 

results provide new details of the potential mechanism how p53 regulates mPTP 

opening. We previously showed that in response to oxidative stress and in I/R brain 

injury (stroke), accumulation of p53 in the mitochondrial matrix causes activation of 

CypD, triggering the opening of the mPTP and necrotic death[2]–[7]. This novel effector 

pathway of necrotic rather than apoptotic death via the mitochondrial p53-mPTP axis, 

Figure 4.16: Inhibition of Trap1 sensitizes MEFs to mPT in a p53-dependent manner. Retention 

of calcein fluorescence within the mitochondrial matrix in MEFs is a direct reflection of mPTP opening, 
measured by FACS in the presence or absence of H2O2 oxidative stress, with and without the Trap1 
inhibitor gamitrinib and in the presence or absence of the CypD inhibitor CsA. High values of retained 
calcein fluorescence indicate that the mPTP is closed while low values of retained calcein 
fluorescence indicate opening of the mPTP. H2O2 and gamitrinib greatly sensitize WT MEFs (red 
arrows) to mPT but only minimally sensitize in p53-/- MEFs. mPT does not occur in the absence of 
CypD. Data from 3 independent biological replicas, mean +/- SD are shown. 
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mediated by CypD interaction, was subsequently confirmed in the context of oxidative 

damage-, dexamethasone-, cisplatin- and doxorubicin-induced necrotic death in cancer 

cells, osteoblasts and neurons [2]–[7]. Proteins translocated across the outer and inner 

mitochondrial membranes need to be refolded when they arrive in the matrix, a process 

requiring one or more molecular chaperones [331]. Upon translocation, mitochondrial 

matrix p53 is stabilized by a variety of molecular chaperones including HSP60, HSP70 

and HSP90 under stress and non-stress conditions [221], [222], [332]. Notably, in 

unstressed healthy cells CypD can also interact with the matrix chaperones HSP60, 

HSP90 and Trap1 [9], [12], [332], [333]. Moreover, CypD can assemble into a higher-

order complex consisting of CypD, HSP60, and either HSP90 or Trap1 [12], [269]. 

 Our in vitro experiments reveal that a dynamic interaction occurs between CypD 

and the DNA binding domain of p53, as shown via NMR by slow-exchange behavior of 

catalytically active CypD residues. This slow exchange behavior is similar to that 

previously characterized for another prolyl-isomerase, Pin1, with its substrate APP [308] 

indicating that p53 may be a substrate of CypD. More importantly, we show that WT p53 

interaction with CypD causes robust aggregation of WT p53 derived from various 

sources, including recombinant baculoviral human p53DBD, endogenous full-length 

human p53 from H2O2 -stressed and unstressed HCT116 colon cancer cells and 

purified human full-length p53. These results suggest that CypD activity causes 

destabilization of the imported unfolded p53, which leads to its irreversible aggregation 

in the matrix. This is supported by an additional control NMR experiment in the 

presence of urea where we continue to observe dynamic slow-exchange behavior but 

do not detect formation of insoluble aggregates because they are solubilized by urea. 
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The fact that CypD retains its ability to interact with structurally destabilized mutant p53 

proteins supports the hypothesis that CypD interacts with unfolded WT p53 entering the 

mitochondrial matrix upon stress. Intriguingly, we find that the insoluble p53 aggregates 

formed by interaction with CypD are not amorphic but tend to be long, amyloid-like 

fibrillary structures. 

 The physiological significance of stress-induced p53 aggregation in the 

mitochondrial matrix is not yet clear. However, there is growing literature about the role 

of the mitochondrial unfolded protein response [303], [305], [334]. It has been shown 

that the refolding of p53DBD is slow [215], [335] which makes it vulnerable to off-target 

interactions and processes [323] including proline cis-trans isomerization. mtUPR could 

play an important role in stabilizing the influx of the unfolded p53, since p53 will require 

refolding upon entry into the matrix. We had shown previously that CypD and p53 from 

cellular extracts interact with each other in immunoprecipitations [2], but it was not clear 

whether this is a direct interaction or whether this interaction between p53 and CypD is 

mediated by a bridging factor. Here, we propose a model where p53 enters into the 

matrix upon cellular stress and binds to the Trap1/HSP60/HSP90 chaperone 

complexes. These chaperones complexes are present in the matrix of unstressed cells 

and keep CypD inactive with respect to mPT [11]–[13], [270]. According to this model, 

p53 binding to Trap1/HSP60/HSP90 releases CypD from the chaperones. The ensuing 

CypD liberation activates its enzymatic isomerase activity. Active CypD then acts on 

structural mPTP proteins as isomerization substrates, thereby inducing opening of the 

mPT pores. Importantly, active CypD also isomerizes p53 (and possibly other proteins), 

thereby causing p53 aggregation (Figure 4.17). The driving force for a change in the 
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prolyl cis/trans isomerization of p53 could be that the aggregate and fibril forming unit of 

p53 may require a cis-proline. Preferential aggregation of a cis-prolyl p53 would remove 

cis-prolyl p53 from the equilibrium of soluble p53 and drive the isomerization [336]. 

Moreover, it is possible that aggregated p53 sequesters Trap1/HSP60/HSP90, in turn 

leading to the activation of additional CypD. This generates a positive feed-forward loop 

for CypD activation and the cell undergoes prolonged mPT, thereby reaching the point 

of no return towards necrotic death. Our FACS data support this model where the 

inhibition of Trap1 sensitizes p53-proficient WT MEFs to mPT and pore opening in a 

p53- and CypD-dependent manner. This implies that p53 serves as a major 

mitochondrial stress signal transducer that requires Trap1 to impinge on, thereby 

activating CypD.  This working model can now be tested in the future. 

Necrosis has long been considered a completely unregulated form of cell death.  

However, there is a growing body of evidence implicating a variety of regulated necrosis 

pathways. These pathways have taken on different names including the necrosome 

signaling complex, ferroptosis, oxytosis, NETosis, ETosis, parthanatos, pyroptosis, 

pyronecrosis and finally CypD-mediated necrosis [55], [56]. Globally, these various 

regulated necrosis pathways fall under the newly-coined term necroptosis. Our work 

supports the notion of a regulated necrosis in the condition of oxidative stress, and 

implicates p53 as an important signaling molecule within the CypD-mediated necrotic 

pathway. This work motivates additional research into modulation of p53-mediated 

necrosis as an inhibitory or activating target for the treatment of various diseases.  
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Figure 4.17: Proposed model of stress-induced p53 activating CypD upon p53’s entry into the 
mitochondrial matrix. This leads to mPT. 1) Stress-induced p53 is imported into the mitochondrial 

matrix, unfolding in the process. 2) Chaperones Trap 1 and HSP60/90 are recruited to refold p53, 
which competes off CypD, normally held inactive by complexation with Trap1/HSP60/90. Release of 
CypD activates its isomerase activity. 3) Liberated CypD then isomerizes multiple proteins including 
p53 (causing p53 aggregation). 4) CypD is recruited to the structural components of the mPTP pore 
and induces pore opening, leading to energetic breakdown and necrotic cell death. 
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Chapter 5: General Discussion and Future Directions 

 

Stroke and myocardial infarction are among the leading causes of death and 

permanent disability worldwide [1]. The underlying cause of major tissue damage 

comes from reperfusion injury after a period of ischemia [16], [18], [30]. Currently, no 

pharmacological treatments for reperfusion injury exist though several drugs are 

currently awaiting clinical trial outcomes [101], [162]. One major cell-death pathway 

associated with reperfusion injury is necrosis, which was recently shown to be 

dependent on the opening of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) and 

is ultimately regulated by the sole mitochondrial cyclophilin cis/trans prolyl-isomerase 

family member CypD [8], [211], [333], [337]. Further regulation of mPTP opening is 

proposed to be facilitated by translocation of p53 protein into the mitochondrial matrix, 

which activates CypD and drives mPT [2]. The work presented in this thesis explores 

the biophysical interaction of CypD and p53 from two perspectives and concludes with 

the proposition of a new model. This model proposes that p53 activates CypD through 

displacement of CypD from a constitutively inactive complex with mitochondrial 

chaperone proteins Trap1 and HSP60/90.  

The initial model for how p53 activates CypD to trigger mPTP opening and 

subsequent necrosis hypothesized that CypD binds directly to p53 and forms a stable 

protein-protein complex. The model was supported by pulldown and 

immunoprecipitation experiments which suggested a protein-protein complex could exist 

[2]. Extensive in vitro efforts to detect the binding of CypD to p53 to support this model 

however, were largely unsuccessful when working with recombinant p53 protein purified 

from E.coli bacteria as is primarily discussed in Chapter 3. Expression of p53 in E.coli 
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was chosen because it yields large amounts of protein for biophysical experiments such 

as X-ray crystallography and allows isotopical labeling for NMR experiments. 

Furthermore, an efficient protocol for the expression and purification of the DNA-binding 

domain of p53 exists [215] and this construct has been shown to interact with CypD in 

mammalian cells [2]. We and others [215], [227] show through denaturation 

experiments and NMR that both p53DBD and CypD expressed in E.coli are folded and 

mass spec analysis indicates the correct proteins are being expressed in our system. A 

functional assay of CypD indicates that CypD is an active enzyme which can catalyze 

the isomerization of a substrate peptide. Despite all of the quality controls pointing to 

both CypD and p53DBD being properly expressed and folded, no single biophysical 

experiment is able to detect any indication of binding including gel filtration, 

fluorescence anisotropy, isothermal calorimetry and NMR. Potential explanations for 

why no direct binding of E.coli p53DBD to CypD could be detected include the potential 

requirement of a post-translational modification or the requirement of a bridging protein 

that is not present in E.coli. 

The second half of Chapter 3 focuses on comparing p53DBD expressed in E.coli 

to p53DBD expressed in SF9 insect cells. SF9 cells were chosen as an alternate 

expression system because they can post-translationally modify proteins, have 

chaperone proteins that may affect protein folding and yield sufficiently high quantities 

of protein for biophysical experiments. I found that SF9 p53DBD is thermodynamically 

destabilized compared to E.coli p53DBD. The degree of thermodynamic destabilization 

is of the same order of magnitude that certain, known, structurally-destabilizing p53DBD 

cancer mutations confer onto p53 [215], [229]. However, the SF9 p53DBD protein does 
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interact with CypD by the classical pulldown experiments which is consistent with the 

behavior of mammalian p53DBD as previously described [2]. This led to the speculation 

that perhaps CypD interacts with completely or partially unfolded p53. This could be 

rationalized by the fact that proteins like p53 enter the mitochondrial matrix unfolded via 

channel proteins. Upon entering the mitochondrial matrix newly imported proteins can 

refold (often with the help of chaperones, such as heat shock proteins or prolyl 

isomerases). Presumably, the translocation of p53 into the mitochondrial matrix occurs 

through the TIM/TOM complex. However, without a mitochondrial localization signal on 

p53, the exact details of how p53 enters the mitochondria are not known today. What is 

the signal for p53 import into the mitochondria? Which proteins facilitate delivery and 

import of p53 into the mitochondria? Does p53 refold in the mitochondria or remain 

unfolded? Does p53 need to be post-translationally modified for mitochondrial import 

and do the PTMs change once imported into the matrix? Addressing these question 

would allow for a better understanding of what other proteins influence p53 signaling in 

the mitochondria and during which p53-signaling stages pharmaceutical intervention 

could help protect tissues from IR-injury. 

The remainder of Chapter 3 discusses the effects of detergents on the stability of 

p53DBD. We used 1% Triton X-100 during the purification of SF9 p53DBD to improve 

protein solubility and yield. Specifically, we wanted to know if Triton X-100 affected the 

thermodynamic stability of p53DBD and thereby helped to facilitate an interaction with 

CypD. Using two methods, we found that the presence of detergents reduced the 

melting temperature of p53DBD. Firstly, tracking changes in the intrinsic protein 

fluorescence spectrum of E.coli p53DBD upon heating, we found that the detergent 
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Tween 20 decreased the melting temperature of E.coli p53DBD by 3 °C and the 

thermodynamic stability by 3.47 kcal/mol from -5.96 kcal/mol in the absence of Tween 

20 to -2.49 kcal/mol in the presence of 0.1% Tween 20. Substitution of Tween 20 for 

Triton X-100 in the fluorescence assays was necessary because of the strong 

absorbance of Triton X-100 at 280 nm, which corresponds to the excitation wavelength 

necessary for the fluorescence assay [292]. A direct effect of Triton X-100 on p53DBD 

stability was determined by DSC, which also showed a 4.5 °C reduction in the Tm of 

E.coli p53DBD. Triton X-100 was always present in the previously described pulldown 

of endogenous p53 from cells [2]. This, paired with our finding that Triton X-100 

destabilizes p53DBD, supports the hypothesis that CypD likely interacts with a 

structurally destabilized form of p53 protein. This is consistent with our finding that 

thermodynamically destabilized SF9 p53DBD does interact with CypD by classic 

pulldowns while more stable E.coli p53DBD does not interact with CypD. Based upon 

these conclusions, thermodynamic destabilization of p53DBD is necessary for 

interaction with CypD, but we cannot conclude that it is sufficient. Previous literature 

and the results of calcein release assays in Chapter 4 support a model where p53 

indirectly activates CypD rather than forming a direct, stable protein-protein complex. 

This implies that the in vitro observations where CypD causes SF9 p53DBD, but not 

E.coli p53DBD, to aggregate could be due to decreased solubility of SF9 p53DBD 

compared to E.coli p53DBD. To test whether or not thermodynamic destabilization of 

p53DBD is sufficient to facilitate an interaction with CypD, some of the biophysical 

experiments could be repeated in the presence of mild denaturants such as urea or zinc 

chelators. It has been established that CypD is active in the presence of 2 M urea and 
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NMR detects chemical shift perturbations and slow exchange behavior of CypD 

residues upon titration of SF9 p53DBD in 2 M urea. Since Figure 3.11a shows that the 

unfolding transition of E.coli p53DBD by urea titration begins at an approximate 

concentration of 2 M urea, the NMR experiment in the presence of 2 M urea should be 

repeated with titration of E.coli p53DBD to CypD. The expected result, if thermodynamic 

destabilization of p53DBD is sufficient to facilitate an interaction with CypD, would be 

that thermodynamically destabilized E.coli p53DBD should now be able to induce 

chemical shift perturbations and slow exchange behavior of CypD residues by NMR in 

the presence of 2 M urea similar to what was observed upon titration of SF9 p53DBD.  

To fully validate the role of thermodynamic stabilization of p53 for interaction with 

CypD, it could be useful to repeat the classical pulldown experiments and NMR 

experiments with some of the known structurally destabilizing p53-cancer point 

mutations. Previous work [2] and pulldowns discussed in Chapter 4 show that deletion 

constructs (e.g. minimal construct residues 80-220) of p53 that are expected to be 

unfolded and unstructured p53 point mutant proteins, still interact with CypD by 

pulldown. However, these constructs were all expressed in transfected p53-/- 

mammalian cell lines therefore the presence of a bridging protein such as heat shock 

proteins or the requirement for specific post-translational modifications of p53 cannot be 

excluded as the requirement for interaction with CypD. For future work, structurally-

destabilized p53 point mutant proteins, such as R175H or C242S, should be purified 

from E.coli and analyzed for post-translational modifications by mass spectrometry. We 

expect that these mutant proteins are unmodified because WT p53 is also not modified 

when expressed in E.coli. Next, we would determine the thermodynamic stability of the 
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mutant proteins by equilibrium urea denaturation and compare it to the literature values.  

The mutant proteins can then be tested for CypD interaction by pulldown and NMR. We 

expect that only non-PTM, but thermodynamically destabilized p53 mutant protein, 

would interact with CypD. These could be compared to known p53 hyperstabilizing 

mutations, such as N239Y or the M133L/V203A/N239Y/N268D quadrimutant which are 

thermodynamically stabilized by -1.49 and -2.6 kcal/mol respectively [217]. We expect 

that non-PTM but thermodynamically stabilized E.coli p53DBD, would no longer interact 

with CypD by pulldown or NMR. 

Chapter 4 of this thesis discusses the aggregation behavior of SF9 p53DBD in 

the presence of active CypD and establishes a new hypothesis for how CypD and p53 

could interact. We detected changes in the chemical environment of CypD backbone 

amide protons upon addition of 2 molar excess of SF9 p53DBD by NMR (Figure 4.1). 

Some CypD residues show significant chemical shifts while others exhibit slow-

exchange behavior upon addition of SF9 p53DBD, as is commonly observed in dynamic 

interactions such as that of prolyl isomerization [308]. Furthermore, a 4-hour incubation 

of SF9 p53DBD with CypD results in complete aggregation of SF9 p53DBD. This lead 

us to hypothesize that CypD activity is responsible for driving aggregation of SF9 

p53DBD. This is tested in classic pulldowns where key CypD active-site residues R55, 

F60, F113 and W121 are mutated to alanines. These CypD mutant proteins can no 

longer pulldown endogenous WT p53 from HCT cell lysates. These mutant proteins are 

also no longer able to catalyze the isomerization of the CypD substrate peptide Abz-

AFPF-pNA in activity assays. Taken together, the results indicate that CypD activity is 

required for interaction with p53 and the result of the interaction is irreversible 
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aggregation of p53. These findings do not support the original model where it was 

expected that CypD and p53 would form a stable protein-protein complex. Support for 

the new model, where CypD leads to aggregation of p53, was further obtained from the 

co-aggregation assays where p53 can still be detected among the sedimented GST 

beads in the presence of soluble, non bead-bound, CypD but not in the absence of 

CypD. Had a stable complex been formed, soluble CypD and p53 would have been 

washed away during wash steps in the experiment. Final evidence in support of this 

model was found through TEM analysis of SF9 p53DBD aggregates that form elongated 

amyloid-like fibrils, but only in the presence of active CypD. Neither catalytically-dead 

CypD mutants nor heat denaturation or incubation of SF9 p53DBD alone lead to the 

formation of amyloid-like fibrils. 

The CypD-dependence of SF9 p53DBD aggregation could be further quantified 

in light scattering assays [338]. This assay would monitor the amount of light scattered 

upon aggregation of p53 by monitoring a wavelength independent of protein absorption 

or interference of buffer constituents. As more protein aggregates, more light will be 

scattered and the aggregation rate can be determined. Here, it would be expected that 

under conditions identical to NMR and TEM, active CypD would increase the rate of the 

aggregation of SF9 p53DBD compared to SF9 p53DBD alone. Catalytically dead CypD 

or CsA-inhibited CypD is not expected to increase the rate of p53DBD aggregation. It 

would be important to verify the protein concentration requirements for these assays as 

both NMR and TEM were conducted at 75x and 40x respectively higher concentrations 

of SF9 p53DBD than what was used in pulldown and co-aggregation assays. Since p53 

protein in solution exists at equilibrium between folded and partially unfolded states, and 
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it is expected that addition of CypD drives aggregation of the unfolded state, high 

concentrations of p53 protein would aggregate more readily in a CypD dependent 

manner.  

As shown by TEM, incubation of SF9 p53DBD in the presence of active CypD 

leads to the formation of amyloid fibrils in vitro. Amyloid formation could also be tracked 

in real time by monitoring the fluorescence of Thioflavin T (ThT) binding to SF9 p53DBD 

amyloid fibrils in a CypD dependent manner. ThT is a reporter dye for amyloid formation 

by monitoring its increase in fluorescence at 482 nm (excitation 440 nm) upon ThT 

binding to amyloid fibrils [339]. The same protein concentration requirements, as for 90 ⁰ 

light scattering assays, would need to be explored here as literature reports of ThT 

binding to amyloid are typically performed at 10-20 µM concentrations of protein [251], 

[340]–[342] while amyloid fibrils reported in Chapter 4 were formed at 150 µM of SF9 

p53DBD. Similarly, to understand whether or not the amyloid fibrils detected in vitro 

have any physiological relevance in vivo, tissue sections of necrosed mouse brains from 

the previously reported stroke model [2] could be stained with ThT or Congo Red (CR). 

This would allow us to determine whether amyloid fibrils in WT, p53-/- and CypD-/- 

tissues exist in necrotic brain tissue [342], [343]. Another approach, using the same 

tissues, could be to investigate the co-localization of a p53 antibody with an aggregate-

specific antibody such as A11. A11 binds to amyloid fibrils and has been shown to co-

localize with p53 mutant protein in breast cancer cell lines, tumor biopsy samples and 

purified p53 R248Q mutant protein [251], [344]–[346]. While it is not necessarily 

required for p53 to form amyloid fibrils in the mitochondrial matrix in the context of 

activating CypD for regulation of the mPTP, it would help distinguish the in vitro 
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observations of the CypD interaction with p53 from the actual in vivo mechanism by 

which p53 regulates CypD activity and mPTP opening. 

The future experiments of greatest interest would be to fully characterize how 

influx of p53 into the mitochondrial matrix upon stress displaces CypD from a 

constitutively inactive complex with Trap1 and HSP60/90. The literature reports several 

binary interactions between CypD and chaperones HSP60 [269] and Trap1 [12], as well 

as p53 with CypD [2] and HSP60 [2], [270], [271]. However, the full set of interactions 

have not yet been shown in one study. As such, the first experiment should be to 

immunoprecipitate p53, as has been done before [2], and probe for co-precipitation of 

HSP60, HSP90, Trap1 and CypD to show a complete set of interactions.  

Calcein release assays and FACS analysis in Chapter 4 shows that inhibition of 

mitochondrial HSP90 and Trap1 using the inhibitor gamitrinib, sensitizes cells to mPT 

and is highly dependent on p53. We postulate that this is due to displacement of CypD 

from Trap1 and HSP60/90. This is plausible since p53-/- cells are still sensitized to mPT 

with gamitrinib as would be expected for simple CypD displacement from Trap1 and 

HSP60/90. However, the effect of gamitrinib inhibition is compounded when p53 and 

furthermore p53 with H2O2 stress is present. In these instances, the majority of cells 

undergo mPT indicating that p53 and gamitrinib have a synergistic effect in sensitizing 

cells to mPT. It is still unclear what the necessary and required steps for CypD 

displacement are. FACS data in p53-/- cells indicates that inhibition of Trap1 and HSP90 

is sufficient for mild mPT sensitization. If p53 and gamitrinib are both the target of Trap1 

and sequestering Trap1 is sufficient to release CypD for mPTP formation, then 

increasing gamitrinib concentrations in p53-/- cells should be able to recapitulate the 
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greater mPT sensitivity observed by FACS calcein release assays in WT cells 

(containing p53) upon H2O2 stress. Similarly, it should be possible to immunoprecipitate 

Trap1 from H2O2 stressed cells, which should co-precipitate p53 along with the 

expected components HSP60/90 and, when compared to unstressed cells, relatively 

less CypD.  

However, it is possible that Trap1 is not the target of p53 upon translocation into 

the mitochondria. In such a model, it could be hypothesized that the observed 

compounding effects of gamitrinib and p53 are due to sequestering of all the 

chaperones that keep CypD constitutively inactive. That is, p53 could bind HSP60, 

perhaps as a client protein for refolding, while gamitrinib inhibits Trap1 and HSP90; the 

combination of which allows CypD to freely participate in mPTP regulation. This 

hypothesis could be tested in the calcein release assay by FACS, where mitochondrial 

targeting of an HSP60 inhibitor such as Mizoribine [347], EC3016 [348], or Epolactaene 

[349] would serve as a surrogate for p53 in p53-/- cells. The mitochondria-targeted 

HSP60 inhibitor, in tandem with gamitrinib, should recapitulate the greater mPT 

sensitization effects seen in WT cells containing p53 and H2O2 stress. 

The displacement of CypD from Trap1 and HSP60/90 by p53 could also be 

tested biophysically as expression protocols for Trap1 [350], HSP60 [351] and HSP90 

[352] have been established. Much like the biophysical experiments described in 

chapter 3, the combination of fluorescence anisotropy, analytical gel filtration or 

pulldowns could be used to show the formation of the CypD-inactivating complex with 

Trap1 and HSP60/90, followed by disruption of that complex by the addition of p53. 

Working with purified proteins could also serve to validate or motivate testing of the two 
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aforementioned models to better understand the individual interactions necessary for 

CypD displacement. Paired with the availability of inhibitors that no longer need to be 

mitochondrial targeted, the use of an HSP60 inhibitor as a surrogate for p53 could help 

answer whether CypD release is primarily dictated by sequestering Trap1, HSP90, 

HSP60 or all three. Similarly, competition assays using p53 and gamitrinib could help 

determine whether p53 is ultimately a Trap1 target or not. 

In conclusion, the work in this thesis has provided a model framework that can be 

tested to further understand how p53 is involved in regulation of the mitochondrial 

permeability transition pore. My model suggests that p53 displacement of CypD from a 

constitutively inactive complex with Trap1 and HSP60/90 is responsible for activating 

CypD to open the mitochondrial permeability transition pore. In parallel, my work shows 

that the thermodynamic stability of p53 plays an important role in its ability to interact 

with CypD. Specifically that structural destabilization of p53 is necessary for interaction 

with CypD. This supports my model which implicates the mitochondrial chaperone 

proteins Trap1 and HSP60/90 as important regulatory components in CypD activation, 

opening of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore and subsequent cell death by 

necrosis. Therefore, these proteins can now be tested as potential therapeutic targets to 

prevent tissue necrosis in response to ischemia-reperfusion injury. 
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